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vSUMMARY
In this project the focus is on developing novel and practical data based tools for the
performance assessment of control loops. In many process applications, the main
objective of the controller design is to achieve disturbance rejection and this work
concerns mainly on this aspect. This work is largely based on stochastic framework,
minimum variance benchmark and PID type controllers. Over 90% of industrial
controllers are of PID type. Out of these controllers 30% are reported to increase
variability due to improper tuning and 15% require control strategy redesign to work
effectively. This work directly considers these issues in the context of simple
feedback (SFB) and cascade loops.
In this project a new model-free technique for tuning PI controllers to achieve
maximum PI achievable performance for SFB control strategy is developed. This
method is heuristic in nature and uses a combination of the quantitative measure
called “Control Loop Performance Index” (CLPI) and signature plots of the closed
loop impulse response (IR) to arrive at the PI achievable performance in an iterative
manner. The proposed method requires only routine operating data and knowledge of
the process delay.
This project also tries to answer the question “when to switch from SFB to cascade
control strategy?”  To answer this question, two approaches have been used: (a)
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and (b) open loop modeling. In the former approach,
the answer is based on the available plant data of y1 (primary controlled variable), y2
(secondary variable) and a priori knowledge of the process delays. Once the variance
vi
of y1 is calculated from data, it is split into four parts: (1) SFB and cascade invariant
(2) SFB invariant but cascade dependent (3) Feedback dependent from a1; and (4)
Feedback dependant from a2; where a1 is the noise sequence affecting the primary
process and a2 is the noise sequence affecting the secondary process. Based on the
knowledge of these four components of variance, the achievable CLPI for cascade
case is predicted. For open loop modeling approach, the excited plant data of y1, R1
(set point) and y2 are collected.  The primary and secondary process delays can be
estimated from the excited data. The primary and secondary process open loop
models are then obtained by using system identification toolbox of MATLAB
software. Finally optimization is employed to compute the best performance
obtainable using SFB control system and a cascade control system. By knowing the
best performances obtainable with the two control strategies, a decision on whether
cascade control should be implemented can easily be made. 
 The proposed model-free method of tuning PI controller for SFB case to attain PI
achievable performance is extended to PI-P/PI-PI cascade (primary controller is PI
and secondary controller is P only or PI) case also. Three or four parameters (PI
parameters of primary controller and P or PI parameter of secondary controller) are
tuned using the combination of principles developed for SFB loops and ANOVA
technique. In real plants, the cascade control loop is expected to negotiate
deterministic (step type) disturbances and occasionally it has to do set point tracking
along with stochastic disturbance rejection.  Hence, issues of tradeoffs in controller
tunings for achieving better stochastic and deterministic disturbance rejection are also
studied. Examples have been extensively employed to illustrate the workability of our




ANOVA = Analysis of Variance
ARMAX = Auto Regressive Moving Average with eXogenous input
CAS = Cascade
CLPI = Control Loop Performance Index
DMC = Dynamic matrix control
IAE = Integral of Absolute Error
IAEd = Normalized Integral of Absolute Error
IFT = Iterative feedback tuning
IR = Impulse Response
MVC = Minimum variance Controller
P = Proptional only controller
PI = Proptional and Integral controller
PID = Proptional Integral and Derivative controller
SFB = Simple Feedback
SISO = Single Input Single Output
Symbols
at = Random number noise sequence with zero mean and unity variance
d = Process delay 
Gc = Controller
H = Impulse Response Coefficient 
Kc = Controller gain/ Primary controller gain in case of cascade loop
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Kcs = Secondary Controller gain
N = Noise dynamics 
Q = PI controller
T = Process dynamics
T~ = Delay free part of process
ysp = Set point
yt = Process output variable
Greek Symbols
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aσ = Variance of Residuals       
=σ2mv Minimum Variance
=σ2y  Output Variance
( )dη = Control Loop Performance Index
Iτ    = Controller reset or integral time / Primary controller reset or integral time in case    
          of cascade loop
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More than ever before, global competition is driving companies to make major
adjustments in manufacturing to reduce costs and raise quality. Every aspect is being
scrutinized, from the point of receiving raw materials to shipping the final products.
Companies are making greater use of metrics to monitor and drive improvements in
key operating parameters like quality, throughput, first-pass first quality yield, control
loop performance, cycle time and uptime.
Process control is one of the key manufacturing technologies being applied to obtain
improvements in operating performance. Once the process equipment is installed and
running, its performance is largely determined by how well it is controlled and how it
is maintained. The improvements that may provide benefits cover the range from
simply correcting controller tuning to installing advanced model-based controllers.
One has to work smarter by implementing the opportunities that will have the biggest
impact on the business but less expensive. Production managers are eager to gain
benefits of control improvements that could be delivered with little or no cash (Shunta
1995).
It is well known that variability is inversely proportional to the profit and the job of
process control is to reduce variability in the final product. The types of upsets and the
corresponding variability in the process should be understood in order to effectively
2apply process control. One of the best ways to reduce such variability is proper
controller tuning and proper choice of control strategies like simple feedback (SFB),
cascade, feedforward etc. 
At the same time, there are rapid advances in advanced control applications in the
chemical process industry in the last decade. These advanced control strategies like
multivariable control, real time optimizer etc. are built on top of PID type controllers
that form the basic regulatory control layer in process plants. Therefore, proper
functioning of these PID controllers is imperative to the success of advanced process
control applications. Hence it has become necessary to tune the PID controllers
appropriately, to choose appropriate control algorithms and if needed to change the
existing control strategy in order to increase profitability of the company.
1.2 Motivation and Scope of the Thesis
Industry can reap great economic benefits if the poorly performing loops are
identified and corrected. Currently, few commercial softwares are available in the
market for performance monitoring of control loops in the plant based on the
minimum variance benchmark. If the bad performance of the control loop due to
controller tuning is detected, these software do not provide any quantitative guidelines
on tuning the controller to achieve the desired performance. Also, these commercial
softwares cannot quantify the benefits obtained by control strategy redesign (like
changing from SFB to cascade).  It can be noted that despite the advances in process
control application, 90% of industrial controllers are still PID type. Hence the
achievable performance with PID type controllers is an important metric for the
control engineer. Among the industrial controllers, increased variability in controlled
3variable in 30% of loops is due to improper tuning and 15% of loops require control
strategy redesign to work efficiently. Study of PID type controllers is a primary
objective of this study. 
The PI achievable performance calculation is based on either a priori process
knowledge or closed loop model identification. Sometimes, when the plant is in
operation, it is not possible to perform even closed loop experiments to calculate the
PI achievable performance, as plant operators might feel it as intrusive. The methods
available in the open literature deals with a situation where a single process is
regulated by a single controller and with only one noise assumed to affect the process.
No work is available regarding the PI-PI or PI-P (PI action in primary controller and
PI or P only action in secondary controller) achievable performance of cascade
control. There is very little material in the open literature (Krishnaswamy et al., 1990)
that can quantify the benefits when we switch from SFB to cascade control strategy. 
Motivated by the above considerations it was decided to find answers to some of the
unanswered problems in the open literature. In this research project, we explore in
detail, answers to some questions like: can we calculate PI achievable performance
when more than one noise affects the SFB loop? What will be the improvement in
terms of variance reduction when we switch from SFB to cascade control strategy?
What will be PI-P/PI-PI achievable performance for cascade loops and how it can be
calculated? How should one choose between the options of retuning the existing PID
controller and restructuring from SFB to cascade control strategy? Which controller to
tune in existing cascade system to attain PI-P/PI-PI achievable performance? 
41.3 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 deals with brief review of relevant literature in the area of control loop
performance monitoring in which minimum variance control is used as the
benchmark. It also contains derivations of the control loop performance index (CLPI)
for various cases. Chapter 3 describes the proposed method to attain PI achievable
performance for SFB control loops with appropriate simulation examples. Chapter 4
entitled “To cascade or not to cascade?” will help one in determining the
improvement in CLPI if SFB is re-configured to cascade strategy. In chapter 5, the
method to obtain PI-P achievable performance for cascade case is described. Chapter
6 is about the tradeoffs in controller tuning to attain better stochastic disturbance
rejection and proper deterministic performance (set point tracking) for the case of
cascade control strategy. Appropriate conclusions from this project and
recommendations for further study are given in chapter 7. 
5CHAPTER 2
Control Loop Performance Assessment 
2.1 A brief overview
The control loop performance may be excellent at the time of commissioning but it
could deteriorate gradually with time due to disturbances, changes in process
dynamics, limits on manipulated variable and failure of hardware in control system
(Harris et al., 1999). It may happen that the control loop operates under different
circumstances than envisaged. Thus it becomes necessary to periodically monitor the
performance of the control loop for smooth and efficient running of the plant. For
performance monitoring, one needs a benchmark against which the performance of
current controller is measured. It is also desired that this performance assessment can
be carried out without disturbing the normal operation of the plant. Some quantitative
measures of performance such as settling time and integral error measures are
available in the open literature, but they need a special test of the loop, for example an
examination of its response to a set point change. Hence the large-scale
implementation of techniques that requires plant tests is difficult.
Monitoring and assessment of control loop performance should not disturb routine
operation of the process or, at least, should be carried out under closed-loop
conditions. As pointed out by Eriksson and Isaksson (1994), “in short term, such a
tool probably has to be a stand-alone unit with its own software that hooks on to and
collects data straight from the input of the process computer; in the long term, such a
function will be an integral part of any commercial control system”.
6The control literature on studies concerned with such proper or formal measures of
control loop performance has been relatively sparse. Astrom (1967) proposed the
autocorrelation function method; Devires and Wu (1978) proposed the method of
spectral analysis; Harris (1989) developed a method, which uses the minimum
variance controller (MVC) as lower bound to assess current control loop performance.
The technique developed by Harris (1989) is theoretically sound, efficient, reliable,
readily interpretable and computationally simple. It requires minimum decision-
making and technical support. Hence, after Harris (1989), many researchers like
Desborough and Harris (1992) demonstrated applications for univariate feedback
loops, Stanfelj et al. (1993) considered the monitoring and diagnosing control loop
performance of feedback and feedforward loops, Huang et al. (1997) extended the
performance assessment to the multivariate case. Ko and Edgar (2000) investigated
the performance assessment of cascade loops.
The advantage of above methods is that they provide figures of merit for the
performance, which can be derived during periods of normal operation without taking
loops off-line for special tests. These methods are becoming widely implemented in
the petrochemical and chemical sectors as demonstrated by Stanfelj et al. (1993),
Kozub and Garcia (1993) and Thornhill et al. (1996), and also in the pulp and paper
industry as reported by Perrier and Roche (1992), Lynch and Dumont (1996), Jofriet
and Bialkowski (1996) and Owen et al. (1996). However, it is generally undesirable to
install a MVC in practical applications as it may result in excessive or aggressive
control actions that can damage or limit the life of final control elements. MVC also
has very poor robustness characteristics. Also, if the process has non-invertible zeros
(zeros outside the unit circle), it is not possible to design a MVC. Most of these
7shortcomings can be overcome by suitable modifications to the basic MVC law.
Today, in spite of such limitations, the minimum variance controller is the most
popular benchmark in control loop performance assessment in academia and industry
as well. 
2.2 Performance Assessment using the Minimum Variance Benchmark
2.2.1 Derivation of Minimum Variance for SFB Control System
An approach that has become very popular in the determination of the control loop
performance measure is now reviewed. It uses the performance of the linear
Minimum Variance Controller (MVC) as the benchmark against which the
performance of the current controller is evaluated. 
One can exploit the property that the MVC provides a fundamental lower bound on
the achievable process variance by linear feedback control alone. Armed only with the
knowledge of process delay, this minimum bound can be obtained in a non-intrusive
way through the application of time series analysis techniques. The MVC benchmark
method constitutes a quick yet powerful tool in the screening and analysis of poorly
performing control loops. When the actual process variance is close to the minimum
variance, then one can conclude that retuning the existing feedback controller cannot
reduce the process output variance. In such cases, improvement in the output variance
can only be realized via process and/or control structure modifications, reduction of
disturbances affecting the process etc. 
To begin with, let us consider a regulatory control system (refer Figure 2.1) where Q
is the feedback controller, T is the process transfer function that can be split into a
8pure delay part z-d (where ‘d’ denotes process delay in terms of number of sampling
periods) and a delay-free transfer function T~  such that TzT d ~−= , N is the
disturbance or load transfer function, yt is the process output and at is the unmeasured
Gaussian white noise signal (with variance 2aσ ) that feeds the disturbance transfer
function and driving the closed loop system.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of simple feedback system
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Factor the transfer function N as
N = F + z-d R                                                                                            (2.2)
where F = F0 + F1 z-1 + …… + Fd-1 z-(d-1) and R is some appropriate transfer function.
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9the controller-invariant part of yt. L, among other things, depends on Q. It is easy to
note that if 
FT~
RQ = then L = 0 in which case tt aFy = . This choice of Q gives us the
MVC; the output variance under MVC is:
( ) ( ) 2a2 1d2120MVC,t2mv FFFyvar σ+++==σ −Λ                                                   (2.4)
For any other choice of Q, we have L ≠ 0 and we then have output variance
( ) ( ) 2a21202 1d20t2y LLFFyvar σ+++++==σ − ΛΛ                 (2.5)





σ=η                                                                                                      (2.6)
The CLPI is the ratio of the sum of squares of the first‘d’ closed loop disturbance IR
coefficients to the sum of squares of all the closed loop disturbance IR coefficients.
To calculate CLPI, only the knowledge of process time delay and closed loop
disturbance impulse response are needed. For detailed calculations, refer Huang and
Shah (1999).
Thus, for a feedback controller, a performance rating such as the following can be
provided (Huang and Shah, 1999): )'best('1)d()'bad('0 ≤η≤ . A value of )d(η  close
to 1 indicates that the controller is performing comparable to minimum variance
control and that it is impossible to improve performance in terms of reducing output
variance via controller retuning. On the other hand, a value of )d(η  close to 0
indicates that the controller is not performing satisfactorily and retuning can enhance
its performance. Also, in a loop that is performing well, the controller error has little
predictability beyond some suitable time horizon (usually process delay) and the
control error contains only the random noise represented by the residuals. In a poorly
10
performing loop, however, the ratio between the random residuals and controller error
is less than unity because a predictable component is present.
2.2.2 Derivation of Minimum Variance for SFB Control System with Primary and    
        Secondary Process Block
In Figure 2.2, the process consists of two blocks/transfer functions, each of which is
affected by separate disturbances. For the two noises system, the primary output
variable y1 is to be regulated by a single controller Q in a simple feedback control
loop. y2 is the secondary output variable and y1sp is the set point of y1. T1 = 1d1 qT
~ −  is
the primary process and T2 = 2d2 qT
~ −  is the secondary process, where d1 is the
primary process delay, d2 is the delay of secondary process, 1T
~ is the delay free part of
primary process and 2T
~ is the delay free part of secondary process. N1 and N2 are
disturbance transfer functions affecting the primary and secondary variables
respectively. These transfer functions are driven by zero mean white noise sequences,
a1 and a2.




















+=           (2.7)
In order to find the minimum variance of the system, the disturbance and process
transfer functions are expanded as follows 
( )21 dd
111 qRQN
+−+=            (2.8)
( )21 dd
222 qRQN
+−+=                                                (2.9)
( )21 dd
12 UqST
~Q +−+=                        (2.10)     
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where Q1 and Q2 are polynomials in q-1 representing the impulse response of N1 and
N2 respectively until time d1+d2-1.
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of simple feedback system with two process blocks
and two noise sequences affecting loop
The qualitative explanation of above transfer functions expansion is as follows:
In equation (2.8), the primary noise transfer function (N1) is expanded into 2 parts: Q1
and R1q-(d1+d2). When noise, a1 enters the process at time 0, the controller action would
not have any effect on y1 until time d1+d2-1 during which the impulse response of
primary disturbance is given by Q1. Because no controller can remove the effect of
primary noise within this period, Q1 is a part of the feedback invariant term. In
equation (2.9), the secondary noise transfer function (N2) is expanded into 2 parts, Q2
and              R2q-(d1+d2) part. Similar reasoning is used as with equation (2.8), except
that the noise entering is a2 and during time 0 to d1+d2-1, controller action would not
affect y2. Since the effect of a2 to y1 is of interest, in equation (2.10), the product of Q2
and 1T
~  is expanded into S and Uq-(d1+d2).











The closed loop transfer function shown in equation (2.7) could be divided into




































     

















        




















     













































Feedback dependent terms from primary noiseFeedback invariant12
( ) 2)1dd2(1dd)dd2(dd2 a...qDqD 21212121 +++ ++−+++−+
(2.11)
e minimum variance from the above expression is
( )2d11v aSqaQvar 1−+=












NNtrace             (2.12)
ere Ni is the coefficient matrix of the matrix polynomial [ 1Q  ]1dSq −   and ∑ a is
 variance-covariance matrix of the white noise vector [a1  a2]T. Note that
efficients of Q1 are non-zero only from order q0 to q-(d1+d2-1). From order q-(d1+d2) to
2d1+d2-1), their values are zeros. For a clearer description, an example is presented in
apter 3. 
Feedback dependent terms from secondary noise
13
2.2.3 Derivation of Minimum Variance for Cascade Control System
For cascade control system, the derivation of minimum variance was discussed by Ko
and Edgar (2000). Similar to SFB control system, the estimation of minimum variance
requires routine closed loop data of primary and secondary output variables, as well as
the time delays of primary and secondary processes. 
With two noises affecting the process, as shown in Figure 2.3, the primary output
variable y1, is to be regulated by 2 controllers Gc1 and Gc2 in a cascade control loop
system. y2 is the secondary output variable which is the feedback to secondary
controller (Gc2). T1 = 1d1 qT
~ −   is the primary process and T2 = 2d2 qT
~ −  is the secondary
process. N11 and N21 are disturbance transfer functions relating primary white noise
(a1) to primary and secondary controlled variables respectively while N12 and N22 are
disturbance transfer functions relating secondary noise (a2) to primary and secondary
variables respectively.






++++=            (2.13)
As it is in the derivation of minimum variance for SFB control system, the
disturbance and process transfer functions could be expanded into the following form
( )21 dd
111111 qRQN
+−+=            (2.14)
( )21 dd
121212 qRQN
+−+=            (2.15)
2d
212121 qRQN
−+=            (2.16)
2d
222222 qRQN
−+=            (2.17)
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Q11 and Q12 are polynomials in q-1 of order d1+d2-1; Q21, Q22, S1 and S2 are
polynomials in q-1 of order d2-1. After some arrangement, the closed loop transfer
function in equation (2.3) can be divided into feedback-invariant part and feedback-
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i .NNtrace                        (2.21)
where Ni is the coefficient matrix of the polynomial 
[ )qSQ( 1d111 −+    ])qSQ( 1d212 −+  and ∑ a is the variance-covariance matrix of the
white noise vector [a1  a2]T. 
2.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we provided a brief overview of control loop performance assessment
that uses MVC as the benchmark. Expressions for minimum variance were derived
for SFB control case (with one and two noises) and cascade control case. These
expressions will be used in subsequent chapters.  
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CHAPTER 3
Attainment of PI Achievable Performance for Simple Feedback
Loops by Iterative Tuning
3.1 Introduction
The performance of industrial control loops degrades over a period of time because of
the changing nature of process, feed stock changes, wear and malfunctioning of
hardware etc. If the lower performance of control loop is detected and corrected,
industry can reap great economic benefits. It must also be pointed out that most of the
industrial control loops are of PID type (about 90%) and subject to disturbances.
Typical cross-section of industrial control loop suggests: only 20% of control loops
are performing well; 30% increases variability due to some hardware problems like
valve sticking, valve hysteresis etc.; 30% of loops does not perform well because of
controller tuning problem; 15% of loops require control strategy redesign to work and
5% require process redesign to work at optimum level.  It will be of practical value
and interest to find the maximum CLPI that can be achieved by a PI(D) controller in
the control loop, which is referred to as PI(D) achievable performance, and attain it
through proper tuning. 
Ko and Edgar (1998) proposed the Approximate Stochastic Disturbance Rejection
(ASDR) technique to determine PI achievable performance. Their technique assumes
the availability of a process model and uses routine operating data to approximately
determine the noise model and then the PI achievable performance. However, in many
cases, the process model is not known. In such cases, it is difficult to find the PI
achievable performance using ASDR technique. Agrawal and Lakshminarayanan
17
(2003) in their work do not assume a priori knowledge of the process except its time
delay. They utilize experimental closed loop data (set point response data) to find PI
achievable performance. Sometimes, when the plant is in operation, it is not possible
to perform even closed loop experiments to calculate the PI achievable performance,
as plant operators might feel it as intrusive.  Both of the above methods deal with a
situation where a single process is regulated by a single controller and only one noise
dynamics affecting the process (Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of simple feedback system
In this work, a methodology that can be very useful in the above-mentioned situations
is proposed. It does not require any closed loop experimentation (like set point
changes) or process model to arrive at PI achievable performance. One need not even
worry about issues such as signal to noise ratio. We consider that the system is
already under feedback control, and one wants to improve the present controller
settings to attain the PI achievable performance. This scenario represents a very
practical industrial situation. In the proposed method, optimization is carried directly
on the control loop by carefully and systematically changing controller parameters,









practicing control engineers familiar with field tuning of controllers, will find the
proposed method similar to it – appealing, easy to use and effective. 
In many process control applications, the main objective of controller design is to
achieve disturbance rejection. With the proposed methodology, controller tuning for
disturbance rejection is driven by disturbances themselves. One has to just compute
the value of CLPI from routine operating data and compare the obtained impulse
response (IR) coefficient plots with the signature IR plots (to be discussed later) to
reach the PI achievable performance for the loop. About 5-6 iterations are sufficient to
attain the PI achievable performance and also to know the corresponding PI(D)
controller parameter values. 
Figure 3.2:  Block diagram of simple feedback system with two process
blocks and two noise sequences affecting loop
The proposed method can tune two types of control systems as shown in Figure 3.1
and Figure 3.2. The control loop in Figure 3.1 has only one process block and one
stochastic disturbance affecting the process. The proposed method can also deal with
more complex situations, where the process consists of several blocks and driven by
many noise sequences and controlled by single PID controller (Figure 3.2). This is












possible because the proposed method requires only knowledge of overall process
delay and routine plant data. No effort is made to model the process dynamics. The
proposed method differs from Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT) proposed by
Hjalmarsson et al. (1994). In IFT, a quadratic objective function is considered and
several guided experiments are performed to compute the optimal PID tuning
parameters. The proposed method, on the other hand, uses CLPI as the performance
criterion along with IR plots to arrive at optimal PID settings. A novel approach to the
selection of optimal tuning parameters for the case of Dynamic Matrix Control
(DMC) by response surface methodology, proposed by Jiang and Jutan (2000),
employs guided experiments.
3.2 Proposed Methodology to Attain PI Achievable Performance 
Qin (1998) observed that only 20% of PID type controllers in a typical refinery can
reach up to the minimum variance performance level. The minimum variance
benchmark is not achievable because of significant dead times, non-stationary noise
dynamics etc. Hence it is important to find the PI achievable performance for such
practical cases using routine data only. The availability of such a metric will avoid the
waste of effort by control engineers in trying to tune the controller beyond what is
achievable with a PI(D) controller. In this section a step-by-step procedure to attain
the PI achievable performance for linear processes with dead time in an iterative
manner is described in detail. 
Step 1: The first step is to obtain routine operating data of controlled variable (yt) for
the loop in question. The simple feedback loop will be either similar to Figures 3.1 or
3.2. Calculate the CLPI of the loop with a priori knowledge of process delay and also
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plot the estimated IR coefficients. CLPI is stochastic and can change its value
(following a probability distribution), if measured at different times even though the
controller and plant parameters are not changed (Desborough and Harris, 1992).
Hence, for a reliable estimate of CLPI, several sets of routine data collected over
different periods should be considered. Although more sets are desirable, practical
considerations dictate the use of only a few sets. In the simulations, CLPI was
calculated at least four times, each time with a different random number seed but
keeping the same controller, noise and process dynamics (linear and time invariant).
The random number seed is changed in each run/iteration to a unique value in order to
generate a new noise signal and thus mimic the real world situation. Obtain the
average CLPI for the four runs and also estimate the inherent variation in CLPI (i.e.,
the difference between the maximum and minimum CLPI in the “repeat runs”). As the
process and noise dynamics considered for this study are linear and time invariant, the
large difference between maximum and minimum CLPI is not anticipated.
Step 2: IR plots in the repeat runs (which will be more or less similar) are compared
with standard nine signature patterns in Figures 3.3a to 3.3i, which were obtained
after analyzing many simulated case studies involving a wide range of process and
noise dynamics. Signature patterns in Figures 3.3a to 3.3c correspond to detuned
controllers. When the controller is extremely detuned, the IR plot is very sluggish
with or without offset, does not show any undershoot or oscillation (Figure 3.3a). The
sluggish IR curve without offset, undershoot and oscillations in Figure 3.3b is that of
a typical detuned controller. IR plot of a slightly detuned controller, (Figure 3.3c),
shows an undershoot (of about -0.03) and mild oscillation. Figures 3.3d to 3.3f
correspond to IR plots of optimally detuned controllers; these have an undershoot in
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the range -0.05 to -0.55 with 0 to 4 oscillations. IR plots of aggressively tuned
controllers will be similar to those in Figures 3.3g to 3.3i. Extremely aggressive
controller is characterized by very oscillatory IR plot with undershoot of -0.2 or more
(Figure 3.3g); also, it is a sign of the control loop that is on the verge of stability.
Aggressive controllers give an IR plot with several oscillations and undershoot of -0.6
or more (Figure 3.3h). IR plot of a mildly aggressive controller (Figure 3.3i) has a few
oscillations and an undershoot of 1 or more.
The calculated IR plot for the routine data will fit in with one of the following
possibilities:
Case A: If the plot is similar to the pattern of detuned controller (Figures 3.3a to
3.3c), then the existing controller is under-tuned and needs to be made
aggressive to attain PI achievable performance.
Case B: If the plot resembles the pattern of an optimally tuned controller (Figures
3.3d to 3.3f), then the existing controller is performing near the PI
achievable performance.
Case C: If the plot is similar to the pattern of aggressively tuned controller
(Figures 3.3g to 3.3i), then the existing controller is aggressively tuned
and needs to be detuned to attain PI achievable performance.
In either Case A or C, controller needs to be re-tuned to attain PI achievable
performance. For this, one should try to vary only the controller gain (Kc) unless the
existing controller is either too sluggish or too aggressive in which case one can
change reset or integral time (τI) also. Results from many simulations show that an
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initial change of 20% in controller gain and/or integral time in each iteration is
reasonable to improve the controller without destabilizing the loop. If the resulting
change in CLPI is not significant, then controller gain and/or integral time can be
gradually increased up to 50% in the subsequent iterations. Also, total change in τI in
all iterations should be limited to 100% from the original value because reset action is
needed for good set-point tracking and rejection of step-type disturbances. 
Simulation results further showed that the CLPI, not surprisingly, takes a unimodal
locus. Once the proper direction to improve the controller performance is determined,
(i.e. to make the controller aggressive or detuned) one can proceed iteratively in that
direction as long as CLPI continues increasing. After reaching the peak, CLPI starts to
decrease even though we are moving in the same direction. The peak value of CLPI is
the PI achievable performance. The controller parameters are to be changed according
to the guidelines mentioned above. One should accept the change in CLPI in iteration,
only if it is greater than or less than the inherent variation in the CLPI (determined in
Step 1). 
Step 3: This is described assuming a detuned control (Case A); for the aggressively
tuned controller (Case C), the action indicated in the bracket should be implemented.
In Case B (optimally tuned controller), one needs to confirm that the controller is
indeed performing close to the PI achievable performance. If the IR plot is similar to
Figure 3d, treat the controller as detuned (Case A), otherwise (i.e., plot is similar to
Figure 3.3e or 3.3f) consider the controller as aggressively tuned (Case C) and follow
this step correspondingly. 
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Increase (decrease) the controller gain and integral time depending upon IR plot by
20% implement the new controller settings and collect the routine operating data. In
simulations, these data are obtained with new controller settings along with a new
random number seed. Using the newly obtained routine data, calculate the new CLPI
and prepare the IR plot.  Compare the new CLPI value with that in the previous
iteration. If the change is greater than the inherent variation in the CLPI (determined
in step 1), then one can accept it as an increase in performance and proceed in that
direction of making the controller more aggressive (detuned). If the change in CLPI is
less than the inherent variation in CLPI compared to the previous iteration then one
can increase the rate of change in controller gain up to 50% for subsequent iterations. 
Repeat Step 3 to make the controller aggressive (detuned) until IR plot matches that
of optimal PI settings for PI achievable performance (any one of Figures 3.3d to 3.3f).
Once the optimal settings are reached, further increase (decrease) in controller
parameters will decrease the CLPI and the IR plot will resemble that of aggressive
(detuned) controller. This indicates that the peak CLPI has just been crossed. The
optimal controller parameters are those at which CLPI is the highest and IR plot
resembles the signature of optimally tuned controller (Figures 3.3d to 3.3f). 
Step 4: Implement the optimal controller parameters and collect four sets of routine
operating data. Calculate CLPI for each data set and then the average of the four
values. This average CLPI will be shown through simulation examples to be close to
the theoretical PI achievable performance.
The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3: Signature IR plots of various controllers: (a) extremely detuned
controller - very sluggish with or without offset, no undershoot and oscillations;
(b) detuned controller – sluggish without offset, undershoot and oscillations; (c)
slightly detuned controller - somewhat sluggish with a small undershoot and
mild oscillation;  (d) optimally tuned controller - undershoot of -0.05; (e)
optimally tuned controller - undershoot of -0.55 and less than 4 oscillations; (f)
optimally tuned controller - undershoot of -0.25 and a few oscillations; (g)
extremely aggressive controller - very oscillatory and undershoot of -0.2 or more;
(h) aggressive controller – several oscillations and undershoot of -0.6 or more; (i)
aggressive controller - oscillatory with undershoot of -1.0 or more. 
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Figure 3.4: A flow chart of the proposed procedure to tune PI controller to attain
PI achievable performance
Make the controller aggressive by
changing Kc and Iτ   (if required)
by 20-50% and collect the data
with the new strategy. Calculate
CLPI and obtain IR plot also.
NO
If IR plot is similar to either of
Figures 3g, 3h or 3i, the current
controller is aggressively tuned
If IR plot is similar to either of
Figures 3d, 3e or 3f, controller
is almost perfectly tuned
If IR plot is similar to either of
Figures 3a, 3b or 3c, the current
controller is undertuned.
Detune the controller by
changing Kc and Iτ   (if required)
by 20-50% and collect the data
with the new settings. Calculate







Select the feedback loop to be tuned.
Calculate the average CLPI for these four sets. Also
obtain IR plots for each set and compare it with standard






Implement the controller settings having the
highest CLPI, collect four sets of data and
observe IR plot. IR plot will be similar to either
of Figures 3d, 3e or 3f.
Calculate the average CLPI for
the four sets. This is the PI
achievable performance. Stop.
YES YES
Collect four sets of data with the current controller settings
over different periods of operation (or using different
random number seed for each set in the simulation)
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3.3 Simulation Examples
Example 1: Open loop stable process with integrating noise is considered in this








−=  and the















−−−= . We have taken 2000 samples
of yt at sampling interval of one second. Four different data sets were generated with
different random number seeds for the same controller tuning, process and noise
dynamics to determine the inherent CLPI variability. The CLPI values were 0.18,
0.26, 0.21 and 0.23, and the corresponding IR plots for the four data sets are shown in
Figures 3.5a, 3.5b, 3.5c and 3.5d respectively. The average CLPI is 0.22 and the
inherent variability in CLPI is 0.08 (difference between the maximum and minimum
of the four CLPI values). Hence, during the iterations, one should consider as
improvement only if the increase in CLPI is greater than or equal to 0.08. All the four
IR plots (Figure 3.5a to 3.5d) are, as expected, almost similar. They are sluggish
without undershoot and resemble the signature of highly detuned controller (Figure
3.3a). The average CLPI value is also very small. In order to achieve the PI
achievable performance, the controller should be made aggressive as per rules
described in the previous section. The subsequent iterations are as follows.
Iteration 1: For this iteration, the new controller settings are Kc = 1.31 and Iτ  = 14
obtained by increasing Kc and decreasing Iτ  by 20% from the current values. After
implementing the new settings, routine operating data from the closed loop were
obtained for 2000 samples and the new CLPI is 0.30 and the IR plot (Figure 3.5e) is
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less sluggish compared to the previous case (Figures 3.5a to 3.5d), but it is still far off
from the IR plot for an optimally tuned controller. The improvement in CLPI is equal
to the estimated inherent variability. Hence one can continue to move in the direction
of making controller more aggressive to reach the PI achievable performance. 
Iteration 2: The new controller settings are Kc = 1.57 and Iτ  = 11 obtained by
increasing Kc and decreasing Iτ  by 20%. The CLPI for the routine data from the
closed loop was determined to be 0.38. Even though, the CLPI improvement is equal
to the inherent variability in the CLPI, the IR plot (Figure 3.5f) shows improvement
and is approaching towards the signatures of PI achievable performance, and so one
can continue with the next iteration. 
Iteration 3: Next Kc = 1.89 and Iτ  = 9 were chosen and the corresponding CLPI was
found to be 0.45. The IR plot (Figure 3.5g) shows no undershoot and is approaching
the pattern of PI achievable performance (Figure 3.3f). The integral time Iτ  is already
changed by 100% from its original value. To avoid instability, one may not want to
decrease Iτ  any further and hence, from this iteration onwards, Iτ  will be fixed at 9. 
Iteration 4: For the new controller settings (Kc = 2.26 and Iτ  = 9), CLPI is 0.50 and
the IR plot has 3-4 oscillations with undershoot of -0.35 (Figure 3.5h). This IR pattern
is similar to that of signature pattern of the optimally tuned controller (Figure 3.3f)
indicating that the loop is performing near PI achievable performance. In order to
check this and possible further improvement in CLPI, the controller is made more
aggressive.
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Iteration 5: For this iteration, Kc =2.72 and Iτ = 9, and CLPI was found to be 0.45.
The decrease in CLPI is less than the inherent variation in CLPI, and so we will not
accept it as a decrement in CLPI and still proceed in the direction of making
controller more aggressive. 
Iteration 6: With the new controller settings of Kc = 3.26 and Iτ  = 9, CLPI was
found to be 0.42. Now the decrease in CLPI from the 4th iteration is greater than the
inherent variation. Even the IR plot (Figure 3.5i) is similar to that of Figure 3.3h - the
signature of an aggressively tuned controller, with undershoot of –1.5. All these
indicate that the controller is aggressively tuned.
As it can be observed that, the CLPI was increasing till 4th iteration and from there on
the CLPI was about the same or decreased noticeably in the 6th iteration. The IR plot
showed a pattern similar to that of undertuned controller in the first 3 iterations, that
of an optimally tuned in the 4th iteration), and that of an aggressively tuned controller
in the 6th iteration. Hence the PI achievable performance predicted is at controller
parameters Kc = 2.26 and Iτ  = 9. These settings are applied to the PI controller and
four data sets (over different periods of operation in real experiments or with the same
seeds as the initial four runs in simulations) are collected to find the average CLPI for
Example 2. The average CLPI obtained by the proposed method is 0.51. Using the
known process and noise models, PI controller settings were optimized to give the
maximum CLPI. The resulting average (average of 4 runs) CLPI is 0.53, which
confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Figure 3.5: IR plots in the iterations for Example 1.









−= . This is an open loop unstable process (Chidambaram, 1998)








+−=  (Kc= -0.7 and Iτ =15). The noise






−= . For CLPI
calculation in each run/iteration, 1500 samples of yt at sampling interval of one
second are taken. Detailed results are presented in Table 3.1 and IR plots in the
iterations are shown in Figure 3.6. The average CLPI initially is 0.36 and, after 4
iterations by the proposed method, it has improved to 0.72. The average PI achievable






performance for this loop using known models and optimization is 0.8. The proposed
method is able to lead us very close to the “true” achievable performance.  
Table 3.1: Detailed results from the application of the proposed method to Example 2















a 0.34 -0.94, > 5
b 0.36 -0.97, >5
c 0.36 -0.98, >5
d
Kc = -0.7

































a 0.72 -0.29, 2
b 0.72 -0.24, 3
c 0.7 -0.28, 3
d
Kc = -0.36





* A different data set obtained using a unique random number seed to mimic different
periods of operation, is employed in each run.
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Figure 3.6: IR plots in the iterations for Example 2
Example 3: Two process transfer functions and two noise sequences as shown in
Figure 3.2 are considered in this example to demonstrate the applicability of the
proposed method to other situations. The primary and secondary processes are
























−=  (Kc = 0.28 and Iτ  =30), noise






−= , and the noise






−= . To calculate
CLPI, 1500 samples of yt at sampling interval of one second are taken. The proposed
method was successfully applied to this example, and the detailed results are shown in
Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7. Starting from the average CLPI of 0.18 for the initial PI
controller, the method took 6 iterations to find and attain a CLPI of 0.55. For this
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example, the PI achievable performance using known models and optimization is
0.57, very close to the value reached with the proposed method.
Table 3.2: Detailed results from the application of the proposed method to Example 3















a 0.17 -1, > 5** 
b 0.17 -1, >5 **
c 0.21 -0.98,  > 5**
d
Kc = 0.28
Iτ   = 30
0.18
0.18










 (see figure 3.7b)
2
Kc = 0.18
Iτ   = 43











Iτ  = 43





Iτ   = 43
0.54 -0.2, = 2 Near Optimal
6
Kc = 0.07




4 a 0.54 -0.34, = 1
4 b 0.58 -0.26, = 1
4  c 0.53 -0.29, = 2
4 d
Kc = 0.12




* A different data set obtained using a unique random number seed to mimic different
periods of operation, is employed in each run. 
** On the verge of stability
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Figure 3.7: IR plots in the iterations for Example 3
Example 4: This example also has a process with two transfer functions and two
noise sequences, similar to Figure 3.2 but with a large delay in the primary process.








−= , secondary process































−= . CLPI calculation in each run/iteration is based on 1000
samples of yt at sampling interval of four seconds. Summary of results in Table 3.3
and Figure 3.8 indicates that the initial controller is optimally tuned. Making
controller detuned (first iteration) or aggressive (second iteration) decreases CLPI by
about 0.1 (more than the inherent variability of 0.06) along with clear indications in
the IR plots, thus confirming that the initial controller settings were indeed optimal.
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The average CLPI obtained with the PI settings determined by the proposed method is
0.61 and is very close to the value of 0.63 determined by optimization using known
models.
Table 3.3: Detailed results from the application of the proposed method to Example 4















a 0.64 -0.12, > 3
b 0.59 -0.09, >3
c 0.58 -0.28,  > 3
d
Kc = 1.1






















* A different data set obtained using a unique random number seed to mimic different
periods of operation, is employed in each run.




















                    (a)                      (b)                        (c)
Figure 3.8: IR plots in the iterations for Example 4
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3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, a step-by-step procedure for estimating and attaining PI achievable
performance for linear SISO simple feedback systems with process dead time was
developed. As demonstrated via several simulation examples, this method was able to
predict and reach the PI achievable performance within ± 10% of that predicted by
rigorous optimization using complete information of process and noise dynamics
(Table 3.4).  The proposed method does not require any a priori process knowledge
except process time delay; neither does it require any experimental data (set point
response data) nor any models to arrive at PI achievable performance. Hence, it is a
model-free method and is well suited for practical implementation then existing
methods to find and reach the PI achievable performance. Though PI controllers are
used for the examples illustrated here, the methodology is easily extendable to PID
controllers as well. 
Table 3.4: Summary of the results for the four examples using the proposed method to













1 6 0.22 0.51 0.53
2 4 0.36 0.72 0.8
3 6 0.18 0.55 0.57




To Cascade or Not To Cascade? 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 dealt with the attainment of PI achievable performance for SFB loops. If PI 
achievable performance turns out to be low, what should be the next strategy? The 
answer could be to reduce time delay of the process, improve valve response or add 
derivative action to the existing controller.  If the improvement in CLPI is not 
significant even after one or more of these modifications, then one should go for 
complex control schemes like feedforward or cascade control schemes. If the 
disturbances are measurable but not controllable, then one can possibly opt for 
feedforward strategy; alternately, if the disturbances are unmeasured, the most 
obvious option will be to go for cascade control. 
  
This chapter tries to answer the question “What will be the improvement in terms of 
CLPI if one chooses to implement cascade control strategy in place of existing SFB 
control strategy before really implementing it in the plant?” With this answer the 
control engineer will find it easy to justify the implementation of the cascade control 
strategy should a significant improvement in CLPI is anticipated. In this chapter, PI-P 
(where primary controller is of PI type and secondary controller is P only controller) 
cascades are employed as most of the industrial cascade loops are of PI-P type. The 
reason for omitting the integral action from the secondary controller is that its 
proportional gain is usually large, and the primary controller eventually corrects the 
slight offset resulting from load changes. This work is based on stochastic disturbance 
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rejection criterion. In this chapter, two approaches (1) Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
approach and (2) Open loop modeling approach will be discussed to answer the 
question “To cascade or not to cascade”.  
 
4.2 Fundamentals of cascade control 
The cascade control strategy is the second most popular control strategy after SFB 
strategy in chemical process industries. It can dramatically improve the performance 
of control loops, increasing CLPI and decreasing both the maximum deviation and 
integral error for disturbance responses. Single loop enhancement like cascade 
scheme takes advantage of an extra measurement and an extra controller to improve 
on the performance. The selection of this extra measurement, which is based on the 
information about the most common disturbances and process dynamics, is critical to 
the success of the cascade controller. In cascade scheme, the output of the primary 
(master) controller is used to adjust the set point of a secondary (slave) controller, 
which in turn sends a signal to the control valve. The process output is feedback to the 
primary controller, and signal from the intermediate stage of the process is feedback 
to the secondary controller. 
 
The efficiency of the cascade control schemes in handling disturbances entering the 
inner loop has been well documented in several research articles and textbooks. What 
is relatively less appreciated is the fact that cascade control provides better 
performance (as compared to the single loop case) for all types of load changes. 
While the improvement for disturbances entering close to the process input (i.e. 
secondary disturbances) can be 10 to 100 fold, the improvement in performance for 
disturbances entering late into the process (i.e. primary disturbances) is about 2 to 5 
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times (Webb, 1961; Harriott, 1984).  Marlin (2000) provides an excellent review of 
the principles of cascade control, details the criteria for cascade design and shows 
several industrial examples. It is shown that the cascade scheme provides practical 
benefits only if the secondary process is at least three times faster than the primary 
process even for disturbances entering the inner loop. The only caution for using 
cascade scheme is; if the process lags are very small, the extra lags associated with a 
secondary measurement might cancel the potential advantage of cascade control. 
Krishnaswamy et al., (1990) relate the benefits afforded by cascade control to the 
parameters of the primary and secondary process models in a deterministic setting. 









Figure 4.1: Block diagram of cascade control system 
 
4.3 Selection of the secondary variable 
Once it is decided to implement for cascade control, the immediate task will be to 
identify a suitable candidate for measurement as a secondary variable. The secondary 














1) The secondary variable must indicate the occurrence of an important 
disturbance. 
2) There must be causal relationship between the manipulated variable and the 
secondary variable.  
3) The secondary variable dynamics must be faster than that of the primary 
variable. 
The first step is to evaluate the potential measured variable using the above-
mentioned criteria. This step usually reduces the number of secondary variables that 
can be beneficially employed in cascade schemes. In general, from the several 
available secondary variables, the one that attenuates the most important disturbances 
is the best choice.  Zeigler (1957) reported that engulfing the second largest time 
constant in secondary process could be the best strategy in selecting the secondary 
variable. 
 
4.4 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) approach 
 
4.4.1Background 
Industrial control loops are designed and implemented in order to achieve specific 
objectives. It is important to monitor the performance of these loops periodically and 
make sure they provide the best possible performance. In this regard, the performance 
monitoring of control loops has received much attention in the last decade. Many 
researchers have used the minimum variance controller (MVC) performance as the 
benchmark – this benchmark is appropriate if the goal of control is the reduction of 
the variance in the controlled variable (the variance of the manipulated variables, the 
complexity of the MVC or its robustness is not of concern). Harris (1989) showed that 
the minimum variance achievable (with a MVC) could be computed from routine 
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operating data if the process time delay is known. Since then, there has been a 
multitude of research articles (e.g. Desborough and Harris, 1992; Stanfelj et al. 1993; 
Huang et al. 1997) that consider important extensions, alternate benchmarks (Tyler 
and Morari, 1996; Kendra and Cinar, 1997; Swanda and Seborg, 1999), applications 
(Thornhill et al., 1999) and industrial perspectives (e.g. Kozub, 1996, 2002; 
Desborough and Miller, 2001) on this topic. The user is also referred to the 
exceptional coverage provided by Huang and Shah (1999) and Qin (1998) to this 
topic. Recently, Agrawal and Lakshminarayanan (2003) described a method to 
determine the control loop performance achievable with PI type controllers, the 
optimal control settings that will yield the “best” performance and the expected 
robustness margins using closed loop transfer functions identified from closed loop 
experimental data. 
 
Ko and Edgar (2000) established the basis of performance assessment of cascade 
loops. Desborough and Harris (1993) established a procedure to separate the variance 
contributions into components related to the controller and the disturbances by 
developing an analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique. Vishnubhotla et al. (1997) 
applied the ANOVA method to investigate the need for feedforward control on data 
sets provided by Shell, USA.  
 
Some research has been done on control strategy redesign for existing SFB control 
loops. Yu (1988) proposed an interaction measure for parallel cascade control system 
to determine whether improved load responses are achievable using cascade control 
structure. Krishnaswamy et al. (1990) have shown the relative benefits of using 
cascade control compared to SFB in terms of integral time absolute error (ITAE). The 
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idea was extended using PI action in both the primary and secondary controllers of 
cascade control loop by Krishnaswamy and Rangaiah (1992). All these researchers 
concentrated on deterministic disturbance rejection only.  
 
The study here is related to cascade loops. The scenario we consider is as follows: we 
have a process that is presently regulated by a simple feedback (SFB) controller. A 
control loop monitoring tool has flagged this loop as poorly performing when 
compared to MVC.  We take a closer look at this loop and assess if the loop is 
performing to its full potential by taking into consideration factors such as the 
restricted structure of the controller – this is important because PID type controllers 
that are so common in the chemical process industries cannot provide minimum 
variance performance under many practical situations. Let us assume that such an 
analysis finds that the present controller is doing its best. If even better control 
performance is sought, the choices available are: (i) making process modifications or 
(ii) changing the controller structure. Two obvious enhancements to the SFB scheme 
are feedforward and cascade control. Feedforward control is more appropriate when 
measured disturbances are available. Cascade control is suited when suitable 
secondary measurements (the secondary measurement must be influenced by the 
manipulated variable; it must also have a direct impact on the primary variable) are 
available.  Such a scenario has been mentioned in Stanfelj et al. (1993). Note that if 
the analysis had shown that the SFB loop is not performing as good as is possible, 
then retuning of the feedback controller would have been initiated.  
 
In this chapter, we assume that we are not satisfied with even the best performance 
that the SFB control system can provide and we would like to estimate the benefits 
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that will accrue by migrating from SFB control to cascade control. Feedforward 
scheme is not an option due to the lack of measured disturbances. Routine operating 
data from the SFB control system will be utilized to perform an ANOVA 
decomposition of the process variance and speculate about the possible success of the 
cascade scheme.  
 
This contribution is structured as follows. In the next section, we outline the basics of 
the performance assessment for simple feedback and cascade loops. We then discuss 
the ANOVA procedure as applied to a simple feedback loop and indicate the 
components of the variance that can be eliminated using cascade control. Examples 
will be used to demonstrate the utility of the proposed methodology. 
 
4.4.2 Theory 
Consider the SFB control system shown in Figure 4.2. y1 and y2 represent the 
disturbance corrupted outputs of the primary and the secondary process respectively. 
The primary process is denoted by 1
1d
1 T
~qT −= where d1 denotes the number of 
samples of time delay in the primary process and 1T
~ represents the delay free part of 
T1. Along the same lines, the secondary process T2 is represented as 2
2d
2 T
~qT −= . Q 
represents the feedback controller; N1 and N2 denote the disturbance transfer 
functions driven by zero-mean white noise sequences a1 and a2 respectively; 
disturbance a1 is “closer” to the primary variable y1 and disturbance a2 is in proximity 
to the secondary variable y2. ‘u’ represents the manipulated variable. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows a cascade system controlling the same process. In this case, Q1 
represents the primary controller and Q2 represents the secondary controller. u2 
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represents the manipulated variable that is set by the secondary controller Q2. The 














For a disturbance a2 entering the system at t = 0, the output y1 will be disturbed from 
‘time’ d1 onwards. The controller Q in the SFB case will initiate control action at t = 
d1. The effect of this control action will be felt at y1 only from (2d1+d2) onwards.  y1 
will effectively be in open loop between d1 and (2d1+d2-1) samples.  Under the 
cascade control system, Q2 will initiate control action at t = 0, and the output y1 will 
be in open loop condition only between d1 and d1+d2-1 samples. If d1 is large, the 
cascade scheme will provide better regulation of y1 for the secondary disturbance a2. 
Next, consider the ‘primary’ disturbance a1 entering the system at t = 0. The primary 
controlled variable will remain in an open loop condition between t = 0 to t = d1+d2-1 



































Figure 4.3: Cascade Control System 
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scheme, we can hope to eliminate the effect of a2 between t = d1+d2 and t = 2d1+d2-
1. This does not mean that no more reduction in variance is possible as we change 
from SFB to cascade control. This aspect will be clarified later. 
 
For the SFB, the closed loop relationship between the external signals and the output 
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N += . 
For the SFB control scheme, the minimum variance is now computed.  The 
disturbance and process transfer functions are expanded as follows:  
( )2d1d
111 qRPN
+−+=                      (4.3) 
( )2d1d
222 qRPN
+−+=                    (4.4) 
( )2d1d
12 VqST
~P +−+=                                (4.5) 
where P1 and P2 are monic polynomials (for N1 and N2 respectively) in q-1 of order 
d1+d2-1. In equation (4.3), N1 is expanded into two parts P1 and R1q-(d1+d2). When 
noise a1 enters the process at time 0, the controller action would not have any effect 
on y1 until time d1+d2-1; this makes P1 a feedback invariant term. In equation (4.4), 
N2 is expanded into two parts P2 and R2q-(d1+d2). Note that the noise a2 entering at time 
0 will upset y2 from time 0 to d1+d2-1 irrespective of any controller action.  For our 
purposes, the effect of a2 on y1 is of interest. Therefore, in equation (4.5), the product 
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of P2 and 1T
~  is expanded into S and Vq-(d1+d2), where S is a polynomial of order d1+ 
d2–1. 
 
The closed loop transfer function shown in equation (2.1) can be divided into a 

































































    ( ) ( ) 1)12d1d(12d1d)2d1d(2d1d21d11 a...qCqCaSqaP ++++= ++−+++−+−  
( ) 2)12d1d2(12d1d)2d1d2(2d1d2 a...qDqD +++ ++−+++−+               (4.6) 
From equation (4.6), the minimum variance can be written as 
( )21d112 SFB,mv aSqaPvar −+=σ                    (4.7) 
For the cascade control system shown in Figure 2, the minimum variance can be 
computed as: 
( )21d2112 CAS,mv aqSaPvar −+=σ                             (4.8) 
with polynomial P1 as defined in equation (4.3) and S2 is a polynomial of order d2-1 












~P −+=                              (4.10) 
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Remark 1: The only difference between 2 SFB,mvσ  and 2 CAS,mvσ  is in the term related to 
the secondary disturbance a2.  
Lemma: The d2–1 coefficients of the polynomial S2 will be the same as the first d2-1 
coefficients of the polynomial S. 
 
Next, we seek to perform an analysis of variance for the SFB system. The variance of 
the primary controlled variable y1 should be separated into an invariant component 
and a feedback dependent component. The result of this analysis would help in 
deciding if restructuring existing SFB system into cascade control system will be 
beneficial. In short, we are interested in predicting the cascade achievable 
performance. 
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   (4.12) 
In equations (4.11) and (4.12), the H1’s refer to the closed loop impulse response 
coefficients (analytically determined or identified from routine operating data) for the 
primary disturbance affecting y1. The H2’s refer to the closed loop impulse response 
coefficients for a2. These coefficients are estimated by performing a multivariate 
autoregressive modeling using y1 and y2 measurements.  In the SFB case, the first 
2d1+d2 terms (H20 to H2d1+d2-1) are used while in the cascade case only the first d1+d2 
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terms (H20 to Hd1+d2-1) are used. Keeping this difference in mind, the feedback 
invariant for simple feedback system can be split in to two parts as 
  
1a) SFB and cascade invariant and 
1b) Additional SFB invariant  
The first part is defined as “SFB and Cascade invariant” – this variance component 
cannot be altered either by a simple feedback controller or a cascade control system. 
The second part labeled as “Additional SFB invariant” contains the variance 
contribution due to non-availability of the secondary controller. It is assumed that this 
contribution to overall variance can be reduced to zero if a perfect secondary 


















( ) 2)12d1d2()12d1d2(2)2d1d()2d1d(2 aqH...qH −+−−++−+ ++  
                                (4.13)  
The variance component ‘1b’ is given by 
( ) 2a2 )1dd2(22 )1dd(22 )dd(2 2212121 H...HH σ+++ −++++    (4.14) 
where 2
2a
σ is the estimated variance of secondary noise a2.  
We are now ready to analyze the feedback dependent variance or remainder variance. 
The feedback-dependent part can also be separated into two distinct parts:  
2a) Variance arising due to noise sequence a1  
2b) Variance arising due to noise sequence a2.  
SFB and Cascade invariant 
Additional SFB invariant 
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For single feedback control system, the feedback dependent part is 
 
y1,SFB, FD 
( ) 1)1dd()1dd(1)dd()dd(1 a...qHqH 21212121 ++= ++−+++−+  
 
( ) 2)1dd2()1dd2(2)dd2()dd2(2 a...qHqH 21212121 +++ ++−+++−+              (4.15) 
 
The individual terms in equation (4.15) can be used to determine the contributions to 
the variance in y1 from the primary and secondary noise channels. 
 
In summary, the total variance of the primary controlled variable (y1) for a SFB 
system with an additional secondary output measurement y2 can be split into four 
parts: 
1a) The SFB and cascade invariant components 
1b) Additional SFB invariant.  
2a) Remainder variance due noise sequence a1.  
2b) Remainder variance due to noise sequence a2  
 
Out of these four parts, the cascade scheme should ideally eliminate (or reduce 
considerably) the variance contribution from two terms: 1b and 2b. The cascade 
strategy is designed specifically to reduce the overall time constant and delay to deal 
with a situation where the major disturbance hits the secondary process and minor 
stochastic disturbances hits the primary process. Hence the reason for elimination of 
variance contribution arising from 1b and 2b components can be easily understood. In 




component (2a). The exact amount of reduction possible with component (2a) is not 
easy to ascertain. We have noted in our simulations that a significant decrease (about 
50% or more in all of the examples we have worked on) in the variance contribution 
due to a1 (2a part) is also achieved along with practical elimination of the 1b and 2b 
components. The reduction in the variance contribution from the (2a) component in 
the cascade scheme could be due to one or more of the following reasons: 
 
1) The severe control action applied by the primary controller along with the higher 
gain in secondary controller compared to SFB scheme effectively attenuates the 
primary disturbances (Harriott, 1984).  
 
2) In the single loop system, the primary controlled variable (y1) and the disturbance 
(a1) are more tightly coupled than is desirable. The output y1 will follow a load change 
a1 too readily. In the cascade system, y1 and a1 are loosely coupled (Webb, 1961).  
 
3) The multiple lags in the feedback path of the SFB causes the control action to be 
delayed. Hence the variance of y1 remains large. These lags are greatly reduced in the 
cascade system so that any effect of a1 on y1 is greatly reduced (Webb, 1961).  
 
4.4.3 Simulation Examples 
Three simulation examples are used to demonstrate the utility of proposed ANOVA 
method for predicting the possible improvement in control loop performance if 
cascade control is implemented and for choosing the secondary variable (in case more 
than one candidate exists). 
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Example 1: The primary process (Gp1), the secondary process (Gp2), the primary noise 
transfer function (N1), and the secondary noise dynamics (N2) used in this example 
are given below. In this example, the noise dynamics affecting the primary process is 
purposefully kept severe compared to noise dynamics affecting the secondary process, 
to check the effectiveness of cascade in rejecting severe primary disturbance 
compared to secondary disturbance. 
 
The PI achievable performance for the SFB is computed to be 0.29. With this 
“optimal” SFB control system, the variance of y1 is 12.89; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 
2a and 2b components is 3.71, 4.03, 0.8 and 4.36 respectively. Components 1b and 2b 
are substantial – they make up about 65% of the variance in y1. These are the 
components that can be targeted and reduced by the cascade control strategy. The 
analysis makes a strong case for implementing a cascade control scheme. 
 
When a PI-P cascade scheme is implemented, the best CLPI achieved is 0.81. The 
improvement in performance index is about 200% and vindicates the prediction made 
by the ANOVA approach. With the PI-P cascade implementation, the variance in y1 is 
4.59; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components is 3.71, 0.45, 0.25 and 0.19 
respectively.  Note that there has been a substantial decrease (about 70%) in the 2a 
variance component also. 
 
Remark 2: The proposed ANOVA approach uses only routine operating data; it 
cannot therefore predict the settings of the primary and secondary controller at which 

























(collected either under open or closed loop conditions) is available and the process 
models are identified, the “optimal” settings of the primary and secondary controller 
leading to the best control loop performance can be obtained using parametric 
optimization. 
 
Example 2: The transfer functions used in this example are: 
 
 The PI achievable performance for the SFB scheme is 0.43. At this “optimal” 
performance, the variance of y1 is 55.52; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b 
components is 23.95, 0.16, 30.86 and 0.55 respectively. The 1b and 2b components 
are small indicating that the benefits from a cascade control system should mainly 
come from the reduction of the 2a component, which accounts for about 56% of the 
total variance here. On the basis of our experience, we can predict that at least 50% of 
component 2a will be annihilated. We would expect the 2a component with the 
cascade scheme to be about 15 and the variance in y1 to reduce to around 40. A more 
precise answer to the expected reduction in 2a component is not possible. 
 
When a PI-P cascade scheme is implemented, the best CLPI achieved is 0.63. With 
the PI-P cascade implementation, the variance in y1 is 39.71; the break-up into the 1a, 
1b, 2a and 2b components is 24.99, 0.23, 13.94 and 0.55 respectively.  Note that there 
has been a significant decrease in the 2a variance component. The overall increase in 





















































Here, y1 is the primary controlled variable and y2 and y3 represent possible secondary 
variables. U is the manipulated variable; a1, a2 and a3 represent zero mean white noise 




1a and, σσσ respectively. The process is controlled by a 
PI controller with Kc = 1 and τI = 40. We will examine the ANOVA results for 
various combinations of the noise variances and suggest the “best” secondary variable 
in each of those cases. In each case, 5000 samples of routine closed loop data sampled 
at intervals of 1 time unit were used. 
 




1a =σ=σ=σ  
If y2 is considered as the secondary variable in the cascade scheme, the ANOVA 
estimates the overall variance in y1, 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components to be 1.38, 0.02, 
0.02, 0.03 and 1.31 respectively. If y3 were to be chosen as the secondary variable, 
these values are 1.40, 0.06, 0.02, 0.01 and 1.31 respectively. In this case, it does not 
matter whether y2 or y3 is chosen as the secondary variable. Since 2b component is 
very strong, cascade control using either y2 or y3 as the secondary variable will 
provide a vastly improved control loop performance. Between y2 and y3, we can 









2a =σ=σ=σ  
If y2 is considered as the secondary variable in the cascade scheme, the ANOVA 
estimates the overall variance in y1, 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components to be 1.83, 0.87, 
0.001, 0.94 and 0.02 respectively. If y3 were to be chosen as the secondary variable, 
these values are 1.83, 0.87, 0.002, 0.92 and 0.04 respectively. The 1a and 2a 
components are dominant in this case. Based on our experience, we conjecture that 
more than 50% of the 2a component will be consumed by the cascade scheme that 
could use either y2 or y3 as the secondary variable. Between y2 and y3, the choice will 
depend on their relative “location” with respect to the anticipated disturbances. 
 




1a =σ=σ=σ  
 If y2 is considered as the secondary variable in the cascade scheme, the ANOVA 
estimates the overall variance in y1, 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components to be 0.445, 0.062, 
0.014, 0.007 and 0.362 respectively. The 2b component is dominant here and a 
cascade control scheme with y2 as the secondary variable can eliminate this variance 
component very effectively.  If y3 were to be chosen as the secondary variable, these 
values are 0.378, 0.023, 0.000, 0.342 and 0.013 respectively. Interestingly, with y3 as 
the secondary variable, the 2a component is the dominant one. With cascade control 
we may not be able to eliminate this component completely (as much as we can do 
with the 1b or 2b components). In this case, the use of y2 as the secondary variable 
seems to be a more prudent choice. 
 
4.4.4 Practical Observations 
It is also observed that, the total of four components of variance can be 4-8% different 
than actual variance of y1. Hence the cascade achievable prediction by this method 
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may be off target by few percentages. Sometimes the projected PI-P achievable 
performance is not exactly achievable because the variance contribution from 2b part 
or/and 1b part cannot be made equal to zero because of controller limitations and/or 
particular noise dynamics. 
 
4.5 Open loop modeling approach. 
4.5.1 Introduction 
If the PI achievable performance for the SFB loop is found to be less (using the 
techniques described in Chapter 3 or any other techniques) or one wants to know, 
what is the best SFB (PI achievable) performance or the best cascade (PI-P) 
achievable performance then one can use open loop modeling methodology. The first 
task will be to identify suitable secondary variable for cascade case as per the 
guidelines presented in section 4.3. After deciding the secondary variable, one needs 
to make arrangements to measure that secondary variable (y2). These are the 
requirements before starting to collect the experimental data (The experiment could 
be any external signal such as setpoint changes and dither excitation). Given 
experimental closed loop data of y1 (primary process output), y2 (secondary process 
output) and u (manipulated variable), one can find out what will be the improvement 
in CLPI, if cascade control (PI-P) is employed in place of SFB (PI). 
 
Obtaining such data from the plant is not difficult in the plant once the secondary 
variable is identified.  The modeling and optimization part can be taken care of by 
MATLAB’s System Identification and Optimization toolboxes respectively. The key 
to the success of this data based approach is the quality of data. One has to ensure 
good signal to noise ratio by applying an external signal of proper magnitude to the 
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set point of primary controller. This method makes some practical assumptions as 
follows: 
 
1) The data are collected after giving an acceptable excitation signal to the primary 
controller’s set point. 
2) Primary controller is known. 
3) Apart from the external signal, no other major disturbance is affecting the process 
during the experimentation period. 
 
4.5.2 The proposed method 
The proposed method can be divided into two steps as follows: 
a) System Identification     b) Optimization 
4.5.2.1 System Identification 
A step-by-step procedure for using the system identification toolbox to carry out this 
step is as follows: 
1) Obtain experimental y1 (primary process output), y2 (secondary process output) and 
u (manipulated variable) data. 
2) Identify the secondary open loop process (Gp2) and noise models (N2) by using y2 
as the output and u as the input. Parametric model like ARMAX (Auto regressive 
moving average with eXOgeneous input) can be used in this modeling effort. 
3) Identify the primary open loop process (Gp1) and noise model (N1) by using y1 as 
the output and y2 as the input by using the ARMAX model structure.  
4) Process delays can be estimated (if not known) from correlation model as an initial 
guess for ARMAX modeling. This information can also be verified by cross 
correlation plot between the input and output variables.  
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A few remarks may be made concerning the identification step.  
i) In essence, “direct identification” method is used. If the identified process model is of 
high order, one can simplify that model to FOPDT (first order plus dead time) 
structure by using standard curve fitting techniques. 
ii) Any other form of parametric models like BJ (Box - Jenkins), OE (output error) etc. 
or state space modeling available from the system identification toolbox can be used 
in place of ARMAX model to identify the process and noise dynamics  
 
Hence, by these four simple steps, one can get the estimate of all the required transfer 
functions to proceed to the optimization step. 
 
4.5.2.2 Optimization 
The following is a step-by-step approach for the optimization stage: 
1) After getting estimates of all transfer functions (Gp1, Gp2, N1 and N2) one can 
construct a SFB control scheme as well as a cascade control scheme for the 
process using Simulink toolbox from MATLAB. 
2)  Using SFB structure, optimize for CLPI using different values of Kc 
(Controller gain) and Iτ  (controller reset action). The optimization problem is 
posed as   
 
3) 3) Using cascade model, optimize for CLPI using different values of Kc, Iτ  




Q = Kc, Τi 
f = [1 – η] 2 
min 
Q = Kc, Τi 
f = [1 – η] 2 
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The other advantage of this method is that the CLPI can be calculated either by the 
univariate method (Harris style) or bivariate method (Ko and Edgar or cascade style) 
since the y2 measurement is available. The CLPI calculated by both the methods can 
be the same or different depending on whether the variance contribution from a2 is 
large or small. Ko and Edgar (2000) and later Teo (2002) confirmed that the CLPI 
calculated by both these methods would be practically the same when the variance 
contribution from a2 noise sequence is negligible. If the variance contribution from a2 
is large, then CLPI calculated by the univariate method tends to overestimate the loop 
performance, and so the bivariate method must be employed.  
 
4.5.3 Simulation Examples 
Two simulation examples are considered here to demonstrate the proposed 
methodology.  
Example 1 
Figure 4.4 shows the plot of experimental data vs. time as might be seen in a control 
room and Figure 4.5 shows the simulation blocks used to generate data for this 
example. 
Following are the ARMAX models estimated for primary process, primary noise 
dynamics, secondary process and secondary noise dynamics from the above data 
using System Identification Toolbox of MATLAB: 
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c
  
        (c)
Figure 4.4 plot of experimental data versus samples (a) Controller output, u (b) Secondary output, y2
(c) Primary output, y1
The optimized bivariate CLPI achieved from estimated models and available PI
controller for SFB case is 0.29 (univariate CLPI is 0.64) at PI settings Kc = 0.1291 and
Kc/ Iτ  = 0 and for PI-P cascade is 0.8348 at Kc = 0.3438, Kc/ Iτ  = 0 and Kcs = 1.0464.
Now if we apply these “optimized tunings” on original models for SFB and cascade case,
the observed values of CLPI are 0.2849 and 0.8345 respectively.
The process schematic used for data generation is shown in Figure 4.5. These values are
very close to the values predicted by estimated models. The percentage improvement in
CLPI from simple feedback to cascade for this example would be 300%.
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Figure 4.5: The schematic diagram of the simulation blocks used for data 
generation in example 1 
Example 2 
The models identified from the experimental data are 
 
The simulation schematic used for this data generation is shown in Figure 4.6. The 
actual models used for data generation are as below: 
 
The optimized CLPI achieved from estimated models and available PI controller for 
SFB case is 0.8434 at PI settings Kc = -8.2065 and Kc/ Iτ  = -0.0018. When these 
optimized settings were applied on the real models, the CLPI obtained is 0.98. This 
value of CLPI is more than the value predicted by estimated models; this mismatch is 
due to inaccurate estimation of noise models and the secondary process dynamics. 
The identified noise models have very “slow” dynamics compared to the actual noise 
dynamics. Secondly, the delay identified for the secondary process is different 
compared to the true case. Due to these errors, the predicted CLPI is not close to its 


















































































































Figure 4.6: The schematic diagram of the simulation blocks used for data 
generation in example 2 
 
4.6 Conclusions 
This chapter describes the two approaches to answer the question: “To cascade or not 
to cascade?” With routine data we used ANOVA approach and with excited data we 
used “Open loop modeling” approach. 
 
The proposed ANOVA method provides an estimate of the variance reduction 
possible by moving from a SFB scheme to a cascade scheme using only routine 
operating data. Our simulations show that it is possible to achieve this predicted 
cascade achievable performance with a PI-P configuration or a PI-PI (when the 
secondary noise is non-stationary) cascade scheme. This method also helps in 
deciding which secondary variable to choose from two or more competing options for 
cascade case. 
 
We also proposed a method that uses closed loop experimental data to come up with 
PI achievable performance for SFB and PI-P/PI-PI achievable performance for 
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cascade loops. This method is performed in two stages: (1) Identification and (2) 
Optimization. After identification and optimization one will have PI and PI-P 
achievable CLPI for SFB and cascade case respectively. The decision whether to 
implement cascade control or not can be made based on the difference between 
achievable CLPI for the SFB and cascade cases. The identified models can also be 
used to study the effect of noise dynamics on CLPI and also to obtain optimized PI-P 
settings for set point tracking as well as stochastic disturbance rejection. The success 
of this approach also depends a great deal on the accuracy of the identified models. 
Attention must be paid towards aspects such as input signal design, data 






 Attainment of PI-P Achievable Performance for Cascade Loops
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 described the ANOVA technique to predict the cascade achievable
presentation. However, the ANOVA technique is not capable of predicting the
appropriate controller settings at which this cascade achievable performance can be
achieved. In this chapter, an attempt is made to tune the primary PI controller and
secondary P only controller (i.e. PI-P cascade) to achieve cascade achievable
performance as predicted by ANOVA. 
This chapter considers a situation where one has already obtained PI settings at which
the PI achievable performance for SFB loop is attained and one is not satisfied with
that performance. These optimal parameters can be obtained by the tuning method
described in chapter 3 or through any other method (Agrawal and Lakshminarayanan
2003, Ko and Edgar 1998). The second assumption is that the ANOVA is performed
on y1 when the process is controlled by a feedback controller (e.g. PI controller). So,
one will have some idea on the expected cascade achievable performance and one is
interested to know the controller parameters at which this cascade achievable
performance is achieved. Hence, at the end of this chapter, the model free journey
from PI to PI-P achievable performance will be over. The method presented in this
chapter can also be used to tune existing PI-P/PI-PI cascade loops, to achieve PI-P/PI-
PI achievable performance. 
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The tuning of the controllers will be done according to the model free technique
described in chapter 3. It is assumed that there are two noises entering into the
cascade loop as indicated in Figure 4.3. The breakup of the variance of primary
controlled variable (y1) will also be used to guide the cascade controller tuning. In the
cascade case, one needs to optimize three parameters: P and I parameters of primary
controller and P parameter of secondary controller to achieve cascade achievable
performance (PI-P achievable performance). For two noises system, the plot of
impulse response coefficients obtained from multivariate autoregressive modeling is
used as a guide in controller tuning. Recall that for the single noise system, the plot of
impulse response coefficients obtained from univariate autoregressive modeling was
used.
In literature, there are a few methods available to tune the primary and secondary
controllers of cascade loop, if process models are available. The aim here is to
develop a model free method of tuning PI-P cascade loops to achieve PI-P achievable
performance. So, as a first guess, for the primary controller parameters (Kc and Iτ ),
the PI parameters of SFB loop at which the PI achievable performance was obtained
will be used. The P (Kcs) parameter of the secondary controller will be set equal to 1.
This is an intelligent initial guess because the overall severity employed in cascade
structure will in general be greater than the severity employed in SFB structure for
ensuring a stable closed loop. By this way, a stable initial guess for primary and
secondary controller is generated. Once the stable initial guess is obtained, three
parameters (Kc, Iτ  and Kcs) will be refined in an iterative manner until the PI-P
achievable performance is reached. If one is interested in tuning existing PI-P cascade
loops to achieve PI-P achievable performance, there is no need to generate stable
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initial guess. In this case, one can proceed directly to optimize the three control
parameters iteratively. 
5.2 Model free approach to attain PI-P achievable performance
The calculation of the CLPI (covered in chapter 2), the standard signature Impulse
Response (IR) plots for PI controller of SFB loops (Figure 3.3 and explained in
chapter 3) and the ANOVA method (described in chapter 4) form the basis of what is
described here. The same signature plots used in chapter 3 can be used as reference
for tuning primary PI controller in the cascade strategy. The step-by-step procedure to
attain PI-P achievable performance for cascade loops is described in this section.
1) Plug in the same values of Kc and Iτ for primary controller in cascade case as
that of Kc and Iτ values of SFB loop at which PI achievable performance was
obtained.
2) Plug in the value of secondary controller gain as Kcs = 1 (initial guess).
3) Now, obtain the primary controlled variable (y1) measurements and perform
ANOVA. 
4) For the two noises system, plot impulse response coefficients H1 and H2
obtained from multivariate autoregressive modeling. 
Remark 1:  For two noises system, the impulse response coefficients H1 and
H2 from time 0 to d1+d2-1 cannot be changed by tuning the controllers. This is
because they are feedback-invariant. Therefore, only the response from time
d1+d2 onward is observed.
Remark 2:  To tune the existing PI-P/PI-PI cascade to attain PI-P/PI-PI
achievable performance, start from step 3.
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5) If the sum of additional SFB invariant and remainder variance from a2 (1b and
2b components obtained from ANOVA) is significantly larger than remainder
variance from a1 (2a component), the secondary controller need to be tuned
first whereas if remainder variance from a1 (2a component) is larger, primary
controller is tuned first.
6) To decide on which controller to tune, the IR plots can also be used along with
ANOVA mentioned in step 5. In the following, the terms in brackets are
applicable for the secondary controller. If IR plot of H1 (H2) shows slow
response (signature of undertuned controller Figure 3.3: a, b or c), increase the
gain of the primary (secondary) controller Kc (Kcs) by 20%. On the other hand,
if H1 (H2) shows fast response with a lot of oscillations (signature of overtuned
controller Figure 3.3: g, h or i), the primary (secondary) controller is too
aggressive. Hence, reduce the gain by 20%. 
7) Repeat steps 3 to 6 until plot of the impulse response coefficients (H1 & H2)
shows fast response but not much oscillation (IR plot similar to signature IR
plot of optimally tuned controller, Figure 3.3:d, e or f). Once the optimal
settings are reached, further increase or decrease in controller parameters will
decrease the CLPI and the IR plot will resemble that of aggressive or detuned
controller. This indicates that the peak CLPI has just been crossed. The
optimal controller parameters are those at which CLPI is the highest and IR





 For this example, it was shown in chapter 4 that the cascade achievable performance
would be very high compared to SFB (from 0.29 to 0.81; an increase of more than
200%). The process and noise models used in this simulation are (same as example 1
in chapter 4):
The PI achievable performance for the SFB loop was computed to be 0.29 at Kc =
0.1289 and Iτ = ∞ (no integral action). The ANOVA made a strong case for
implementing a cascade control scheme. Now, the proposed model free method is
employed to find the parameters (Kc, Iτ  and Kcs) of primary and secondary controllers
at which the cascade achievable performance is achieved. 
Iteration 1: As a first guess for primary controller values, Kc = 0.1289 and Iτ = ∞
(same as that of optimal PI values of SFB case) are employed. For secondary
controller, unity gain (Kcs = 1) is selected. With these settings of primary and
secondary controllers in cascade control system, the variance of y1 is 5.4226; the
breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components is 3.7024, 0.4748, 0.8809 and 0.3645
respectively, and CLPI is 0.68. The plot of IR of H1 and H2 are shown in Figure 5.1a


























Iteration 2: Next, the new values of Kc = 0.156, Iτ = ∞ and Kcs = 1.2 (20% increase
in primary and secondary controller gain compared to first iteration) are used. Now
the variance of y1 is 5.2523; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components is
3.7028, 0.4583, 0.6513 and 0.4399 respectively and CLPI is 0.71. Figures 5.1c and
5.1d show the IR plot of H1 and H2 respectively for this second iteration. It can be
observed from the Figure 5.1d (IR plot of H2) that this plot resembles to the signature
of aggressively tuned controller (Figure 3.3h). Hence from next iteration onwards the
value of Kcs will be fixed at 1.
Iteration 3: Again a 20% increase in primary controller gain is made for this
iteration. The primary and secondary controller parameter values are Kc = 0.188, Iτ =
∞ and Kcs = 1. The variance of y1 is 5.0069; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b
components is 3.7028, 0.4741, 0.5633 and 0.2667 respectively and CLPI is 0.74. The
IR plot of H1 is shown in Figure 5.1 e and that of H2 in Figure 5.1 f. It can be seen
that, Figures 5.1c and 5.1e are quite similar. IR plot of H1 also suggest that the
primary controller gain can be increased at much faster rate than 20% without getting
into stability problem; so the gain of primary controller is increased by 75% compared
to third iteration. 
Iteration 4: For the new controller settings (Kc = 0.332, Iτ  = infinity and Kcs = 1),
CLPI is 0.8. This is very near to that of cascade achievable CLPI of 0.81 obtained
with exactly known models and optimization routine (as reported in example 1 of
previous chapter). Now the variance of y1 is 4.6085; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a
and 2b components is 3.7046, 0.4726, 0.2571 and 0.1743 respectively. IR plots of H1
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and H2 (Figures 5.1g and 5.1h) resemble the signature of optimally tuned controller
(Figure 3.3f) with 3-4 oscillations and undershoot of – 0.1. 
                         (a)           (b)                                          (c)
 (d)                                         (e)                                          (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5.1: Impulse Responses of H1 and H2 for different iterations of example 1
Example 2:

















−= , noise dynamics affecting the primary process is




















































































−= . The PI achievable performance by univariate CLPI = 0.61 and
bivariate CLPI = 0.13 is achieved at Kc = 1.1 and Iτ  = 90 controller settings for SFB
case. This optimal CLPI was obtained by the method described in chapter 3. Now the
variance of y1 is 43.4; the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components is
respectively 4.88, 8.27, 3.3 and 27. The huge difference in univariate and bivariate
CLPI is due to significant contribution from 1b and 2b component of variance.  As
noted, there is huge potential to increase CLPI if cascade control structure is
employed. The minimum CLPI that can be anticipated by cascade loop, considering at
least 50% decrease in 2a along with complete elimination of 1b and 2b component is
CLPI = 0.76.  
Summary of results of tuning primary and secondary controller by the proposed
method is given in Table 5.1. CLPI calculation in each run/iteration is based on 1000
samples of y1 and y2 at sampling interval of four seconds. Only one controller is tuned
in one iteration. The PI-P achievable performance by rigorous optimization using
complete information of process and noise dynamics is CLPI of 0.85. 
       (a)             (b)  (c)




























       
       (d)             (e)   (f)
       (g)             (h)   (i)
       (j)             (k)   (l)
          (m)             (n)   (o)
 (p)
Figure 5.2 Impulse Responses of H1 and H2 for different iterations of example 2.






































































































Table 5.1: Detailed results from the application of the proposed method to Example 2






















Secondary controller needs to
be tuned aggressively (due to
sluggish IR plot of H2) to
decrease the 1b and 2b














This direction of making
secondary controller aggressive
is right as total variance of y1 is
decreasing and also that can be














The IR plot of H1 is close to the
signature of slightly over tuned
controller, and also the variance
contribution from 1b and 2b
terms are not close to zero, so it















As the IR plot of H2 is still
sluggish and not oscillatory, the
secondary gain can be increased














The IR plot of H1 is almost
similar in all iterations in spite















Now the 1b and 2b contribution
is almost nil. As the variance
contribution from 2a term
increased and H1 IR plot is
similar to that of slightly over
tuned controller, it is decided to














This direction of making
primary controller detuned @















Now the cascade anticipated
performance is crossed and





In this example, the performance of existing PI-PI cascade loops is investigated. The
effort here is to tune the cascade loop using the procedure explained in the previous
section. Following are the models of process and noise dynamics used in this
simulation
(Same as those in example 2 in Chapter 4): 
The existing controller settings for primary controller are Kc = -18.5 and Iτ  = 120 and
for secondary controller are Kcs = -18.5 and sIτ  = 150. The existing CLPI is 0.31, variance
of y1 = 81.05 and the breakup into the 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b components is respectively
25.32, 0.94, 48.82 and 5.97. These results and IR plots of H1 and H2 (Figures 5.3a and
5.3b) both suggest that: (i) tuning primary controller can decrease the overall variance
contribution. This can be inferred from the big undershoot (-0.6) and large number of
oscillations in IR plot of H1 and (ii) big contribution to total variance of y1 from 2a
component. Hence it is decided to detune the primary controller first (because IR plot
is similar to that of aggressively tuned controller) to achieve PI-PI achievable
performance. Summary of results of tuning primary and secondary controller by the
proposed method is given in Table 5.2. The PI-PI achievable performance by rigorous


























Table 5.2: Detailed results from the application of the proposed method to Example 3























Secondary controller seems to be
perfectly tuned as demonstrated by
IR plot of H2, 1b and 2b
contributions. So it is not to tune it















IR plot of H1 is similar to that of
optimally tuned controller. Hence
the performance of cascade loop is
near optimal. But to check this















IR of H1 looks sluggish, CLPI
decreased and 2a component
increased from previous iteration.
All these indicate that one has just
crossed optimal tunings. 
    (a)        (b)           (c)
   (d)         (e)            (f)
    (g)        (h)
Figure 5.3: Impulse Responses of H1 and H2 for different iterations of example 3





























































In this chapter, a step-by-step procedure for estimating and attaining PI-P/PI-PI
achievable performance for cascade loops is developed. The efficacy of this model
free method is demonstrated via three simulation examples. Tuning the controllers by
this proposed method, allows the loop under tuning to attain within ± 10% of PI-P/PI-
PI achievable performance as predicted by rigorous optimization using complete
information of process and noise dynamics.  The proposed method does not require
any a priori process knowledge except process time delay; neither does it require any
experimental data (set point response data) nor any models to arrive at cascade
achievable performance. It uses a combination of IR plots and ANOVA (described in
previous chapter) to tune the controllers to attain the cascade (PI-P or PI-PI)
achievable performance. Tuning cascade loops can take more number of iterations




Stochastic versus Deterministic Performance Tradeoff in Cascade
Loops
6.1 Introduction
It is a well-known fact that the controller tuned for the best disturbance rejection (e.g.
optimal CLPI) may not be able to track the set point efficiently and the controller
tuned for tight set point tracking may not be able to reject the disturbances efficiently
(low CLPI). In this chapter, the tradeoffs in controller parameters for efficient
stochastic disturbance (random noise affecting the loop) rejection and better
deterministic performance (set point tracking) are discussed. This issue is of practical
significance because, in real plants, the control loops may be expected to do proper set
point tracking along with efficient disturbance rejection. The metric for stochastic
disturbance rejection is the Control Loop Performance Index (CLPI) and the metric
for deterministic performance is the normalized Integral of Absolute Error (IAEd).
IAEd is obtained by dividing Integral of Absolute Error (IAE) by overall process
delay (Td). The IAEd will be divided by the maximum value of IAEd so that its range
will be from 0 to 1 (like CLPI). Hence both the performance metrics (CLPI and IAEd)
will have similar range (0 to1).
Unlike previous chapters, this chapter deals with models and optimization routine to
predict the tuning parameters of cascade (PI-P) controllers at which the objective of
better disturbance rejection (high CLPI) is achieved without compromising on better
set point tracking (low IAEd). The models required for this analysis are assumed to be
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known a priori or can be obtained by open loop modeling approach as suggested in
chapter 4. These models can be used in the optimization routine to be discussed
below.
6.2 Proposed Method to Obtain the Tradeoff Parameters
Once the process and noise models are obtained (from open loop modeling or from
previous knowledge), construct the cascade structure. The step-by-step procedure for
calculating the controller tuning at which the high disturbance rejection (high CLPI)
and better set point tracking (low IAEd) is achieved is as follows. 
1) Obtain the tuning at which the PI-P achievable performance is obtained via the
optimization routine using the process and noise models. 
2) Apply the tuning obtained in step (1) and obtain its set point response by
giving a unity set point change to primary controller.  For this unity set point
change, calculate the IAE. This is the maximum IAE.
3)  In order to obtain the normalized IAE (IAEd), divide IAE obtained in step 2
by the overall process delay. This is the maximum IAEd value. Divide the
IAEd by this maximum IAEd value in the objective function formulation so
that the value of normalized IAEd will range from 0 to1 like CLPI.
4) The objective function to be minimized is:













5) The weighting factor ‘w’ ranging from 0 to1, is used in the objective function.
Through this weighting factor, one can vary the weightage of deterministic
performance to get the “ideal” controller parameters. At each value of ‘w’
starting from 0.05 to 1 in increments of 0.05, the optimization routine
min
 Kc, Τi, kCS
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calculates the optimal controller parameters at which high disturbance
rejection along with better set point tracking is obtained at that weightage of
deterministic performance. At w = 0, the routine will optimize for stochastic
performance only (i.e. for highest CLPI) and at w = 1, the routine will
optimize for deterministic performance only (i.e. for least value of IAEd).
6) The results are plotted in the form of graphs. The first plot is of optimum IAEd
vs. w and the second plot is of optimum CLPI vs. w.
From the two plots, one can decide at what values of ‘w’ one can obtain the
“optimum” tradeoff i.e. the controller tuning at which the stochastic disturbance
rejection is good (high CLPI) and also the deterministic performance is satisfactory
(low IAEd values). 
6.3 Simulation Examples
Example 1
Here, the process and noise models identified in Example 1 of chapter 4 (models
identified by open loop modeling approach) are used.  The ARMAX models estimated
for primary process, primary noise dynamics, secondary process and secondary noise
dynamics from the excited data using System Identification Toolbox of MATLAB
are:


















































One is interested to know the tuning parameters at which there is near optimal
stochastic disturbance rejection (CLPI near PI-P achievable performance) and almost
best set point tracking (very less IAEd). 
The PI-P achievable performance of 0.83 is achieved at Kc = 0.35,  Iτ  = 344.9 and Kcs
= 0.96. The IAEd value for set point tracking obtained with these controller
parameters is 50.97 (IAE = 152.91, Td = 3 and IAEd = IAE / Td) by considering 2000
samples. The least value of IAEd obtained is 1.91 at Kc = 0.44, Iτ = 9.96 and Kcs =
0.96 and CLPI at these controller settings is 0.65. The optimization problem is posed
as:











The plots of optimal IAEd vs. w and optimal CLPI vs. w generated from solving the
above optimization problem are shown below in Figure 6.1































                                  (a)            (b)
Figure 6.1: Tradeoff plots for Example 1: (a) Optimal CLPI versus w
(b) Optimal IAEd versus w
From Figure 6.1 it can be observed that at w = 0.6 the CLPI is 0.77 and IAEd = 2.7
both the vales are near to the best values. Hence at w = 0.6 one can obtain the best of
both the worlds i.e. high CLPI and low IAEd values. The controller settings pertaining
min
 Kc, Τi, kCS
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to w = 0.6 are Kc = 0.38, Iτ = 17.29 and Kcs = 0.96. When these settings are applied to
the “real plant”, the CLPI obtained is 0.76 and IAEd = 2.65.
Example 2
 For this example, the process and noise models used are:
The PI-P achievable performance of 0.81 is achieved at Kc = -10.74, Iτ = 1074 and
Kcs = 6.7. The IAEd value for set point tracking obtained with these controller
parameters is 21.59. 1000 samples at sampling interval of four time units are used in
this simulation. The least value of IAEd obtained is 1.98 at Kc = -9.23, Iτ = 60.62 and
Kcs = 6.22, and CLPI at these controller settings is 0.63. The optimization problem is











From Figure 6.2 it can be observed that at w = 0.6 the CLPI is 0.7 and IAEd = 2.34.
Both these values are near to the “best” values. Hence, at w = 0.6, one can obtain both
high CLPI and low IAEd values. The controller settings pertaining to w = 0.6 are Kc =
-9.31, Iτ = 87.67 and Kcs = 6.87.





























                   (a)           (b)
Figure 6.2: Tradeoff plots for Example 2: (a) Optimal CLPI versus w


























 Kc, Τi, kCS
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Example 3
 For this example the process and noise models used are:
The PI-P achievable performance of 0.97 is achieved at Kc = 0.3, Iτ = 299.8 and Kcs =
3.34. The IAEd value for set point tracking obtained with these controller parameters
is 60.53. 2000 samples at sampling interval of four time units are used in this
simulation. The least value of IAEd obtained is 2.1 at Kc = 1.09, Iτ = 31.87 and Kcs =
3.41, and CLPI at these controller settings is 0.69. The optimization problem is posed
as:











From Figure 6.3 it can be observed that at w = 0.6 and Kc = 0.32, Iτ = 21.14 and Kcs =
3.33, the CLPI is 0.88 and IAEd = 4.12; both these values are very acceptable. Hence,
at w = 0.6, one can obtain high CLPI and low IAEd values. The recommended
controller settings are Kc = 0.32, Iτ = 21.14 and Kcs = 3.33. 
































                        (a)           (b)
Figure 6.3: Tradeoff plots for Example 3: (a) Optimal CLPI versus w
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6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, a step-by-step procedure for estimating the controller parameters at
which the cascade (PI-P) can do both efficient stochastic disturbance rejection and set
point tracking is described.  The efficacy of this proposed method is demonstrated via
three simulation examples. Depending upon the Optimal CLPI vs. w and Optimal
IAEd vs. w curves, the value of ‘w’ for tradeoff can be selected. Based on numerous
simulations (not all of them are reported here), it appears that a value of 0.6 for w
seems most appropriate and is recommended. It must be pointed out that these




 Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
In this work, data based methods for tuning the SFB and cascade loops driven by
stochastic disturbances are developed. The goal is to maximize the control loop
performance index. The industrially relevant PID type controllers are considered in
this work. There are many methods to tune the controller when the process models are
available. But, as is the case in industrial practice, what if the process models are not
available?  
In this project, a model free journey from tuning existing SFB loop to tuning PI-P/PI-
PI controllers of cascade scheme to attain PI-P/PI-PI achievable performance is
discussed. This work first describes a method to attain PI achievable performance for
existing SFB loop. If one is not satisfied with this PI achievable performance and
wants to know the cascade achievable performance, one can perform ANOVA
(chapter 4) to find the answer. Once the cascade achievable performance is known
and a significant improvement is predicted with a cascade control scheme, one would
desire to know the controller parameters at which this cascade achievable
performance is achieved. The fifth chapter provides one possible solution to this
question. This project also successfully deals with issues like: (i) Which controller
(primary or secondary) to tune in case of existing cascade loop to achieve the cascade
achievable performance? (ii) Tradeoffs in cascade controller tuning for better
stochastic and deterministic disturbance rejection (chapter 6). As the decisions to tune
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the cascade controllers are made using three indicators namely: IR plots, CLPI and
ANOVA, one can be confident about the reliability and accuracy of these methods.
Realistically simulated examples have been extensively employed to illustrate the
workability of the proposed methods throughout this project.
To get proper process and noise models is a challenging job. One has to perform
guided experiments to get suitably excited data and then model the data accurately.
The model must also be validated using a fresh data set. A specialist and/or robust
software can do all these tasks adequately. In this project, practical and easy methods
are developed so that the non-specialist can also perform tuning tasks easily and
economically. This thesis outlines an alternate approach to perform the tasks that were
thought to be possible to do with knowledge of models only. If one has few important
loops to tune or commercial software cannot provide proper answers or one has no
budget for expensive software one can use the methods developed in this project. 
There are a few shortcomings of model free methods developed in this project. As the
number of parameters is increased, the number of iterations required to reach the PI,
PI-P or PI-PI achievable performance is also increased. Also, it may be difficult to
convert these methods into completely automated software due to the heuristic nature
of these methods. Hence, large-scale implementation of these iterative tuning
methodologies can be time consuming as compared to the alternate approaches that
employ closed loop identification methods. 
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7.2 Recommendations for future research work
The first thing that can be tried is to apply closed loop identification methods to find
the relevant process and noise models (closed or open loop) for cascade loops. This
can enable one to tune the cascade loops to attain the cascade achievable performance
quickly and helps in large-scale implementation so that more and more loops can be
tuned in shorter period. The second thing to do in immediate future is to test these
methodologies experimentally on laboratory or industrial set up.
In the process of this research effort, one closed loop identification based method was
tried. This method had two parts: 1) System identification to identify process and
noise models after giving proper dither signal 2) Optimization of controller
parameters using the identified closed loop models. Even though it was theoretically
sound, the procedure ran into stability problem (mainly due to machine roundoff
errors). The identified models were of higher order, so standard model reduction
techniques were used to get second or first order models. Even without model order
reduction, the stability problem persisted. The reason for instability is still unknown.
Some work is required to solve the problem. Further research effort is needed in
reducing the number of iterations required to tune the controllers to attain PI-P or PI-
PI attainable performance. A response surface methodology approach could be useful
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2. A manuscript titled “Feedback Control of Processes with Recycle: A
Control Loop Performance Perspective” is under review with a reputed
international chemical engineering journal.
3. A manuscript titled “Attainment of PI Achievable Performance for Linear
SISO Processes with dead time by Iterative Tuning” is under review with a




The program file CLPI_calculation.m is used to estimate the univariate
performance index from routine operating data for SFB loop (Chapter 2). 
%   Variables used are:
%   a1  = white noise sequence 1
%   a2  = white noise sequence 2
%   sigma = variance-covariance matrix of noise [a1 a2]
%
%   Univariate Analysis
%   TH  = autoregressive model of y1
%   THP = polynomial coefficients of AR model, TH
%   res = residuals of y1 unexplained by AR model, i.e. estimated white noise
%   var_a = variance of estimated white noise
%   var_mv = univariate minimum variance of process
%   F  = closed loop impulse response coefficients of process for univariate analysis
%   Multivariate Analysis
%   H1   = closed loop impulse response coefficients of a1 to C1
%   H2   = closed loop impulse response coefficients of a2 to C1
%   sigma_est = estimated variance-covariance matrix of noise [a1 a2]
%   var_mv = multivariate minimum variance of process













    [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:ord+1) 0],THP);















nd = length (y);


























    [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN1);










    [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN2);




M{1} = [H1(1) ; 0];
Sum = M{1} * M{1}';
for k = 2:(delay-1)
    M{k} = [H1(k); H2(k)];





%(1) This Program PIopt Calculates performance of existing SISO PI/PID
%controller (2) If process transfer function and noise dynamics are provided
then it %gives the PI/PID Achievable CLPI and PI/PID settings. This







global Kc Ti Td
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('LargeScale','off','display','on', 'MaxFunEvals', 400);
%Provide process in sim file process and provide the proces dead time
%Output of the process should have the name y






if f > 1e-6
CLPIact=1-sqrt(f)
else
    disp('System is unstable, No CLPI found')
end
%If you know the disturbance model use this code
%Build a sim file 'model' with same structure as 'Process'
%Kc, Ti and Td will be the global variables in this calculation








    flag=0;  




function [f] = PIachieve(x)
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    disp(lasterr);
    
return
end    
if max(y1)>1000










%This Program does the polynomial division to calculate the value of CLPI












%This Program make the size of given polynomial vectors same by adding 






    A=[C zeros(1,q-p)];
    B=D;
else
    B=[D zeros(1,p-q)];
    A=C;
end
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%Code to calculate the multivariate CLPI and perform ANOVA (Chapter 4)
%Td = over all process delay
%d1 = primary process delay
%d2 = Secondary process delay
    Td=3;
    d1=2;
    d2=1;
    
    ord3=40;
    [A,v,mu,STAT]=vareg([y1';y2'],ord3,0,1);
    STAT.sigmauht;
    res = STAT.res;
    nd = length (y1);
    




axis ([0 50 -0.1 1]);




    
subplot (2,2,3);
    [acf]=plotacf(res(2,:),1,50,1);
ylabel('ACF(y2_res');
axis ([0 50 -0.1 1]);




    
    %extraction of polynomials from A











        [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN1);
        H1=[H1, XX];
end
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        [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN2);
        H2=[H2, XX];
end
    H2;
var1=[0 0 ;0 0];





    
    %This is to get variance contribution non-availablity of
    %secondary controller (1b component)
    
    var1=[0];
    for k = Td+1:((2*d1+d2))
        temp=[H2(k)];
%         temp';
         var1=var1+(temp^2);
     end
     SEC_VAR = var1*STAT.sigmauht(2,2)
     
     %This is to split the rem_var into 2 components
    
    %This the first componenet arising due to dist. a1(2a component)
    var1=[0];
    for k = Td+1:150
        temp=[H1(k)];
        var1=var1+(temp^2);
     end
     VAR_a1 = var1*STAT.sigmauht(1,1)
    
     %This is the second componene arising due to dist. a2 (2b component)
     var1=[0];
    for k = (2*d1+d2)+1:150
        temp=[H2(k)];
        var1=var1+(temp^2);
     end
     VAR_a2 = var1*STAT.sigmauht(2,2)
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     %chek the sum of MV + SEC_VR + VAR_a1 + VAR_a2 = var(y1)
     Total_VAR = (MV + SEC_VAR + VAR_a1 + VAR_a2)
     Actual_VAR = var(y1)
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% This programme PIopt_P calculates the PI-P cascade achievable
performance. It %requires process and noise transfer function and PIachieve_P
subroutine to %calculate PI-P achievable performance (chapter 4). 
%PIopt_P programme
%This Program Calculates performance of existing cascade PI-P controller
%process transfer function and Gd is to be provided then it gives the PI-P 





global Kc Ti Kcs Td
OPTIONS = optimset('LargeScale','off','display','iter','MaxFunEvals', 400);
%Provide process in sim file process and provide the proces dead time
%Output of the process should have the name y and y2







if f > 1e-6
CLPIact=1-sqrt(f)
else




% lb=[-15 -1 0.1];
lb=[0.00001 0.000000001 0.1];
ub=[15 5 10];
% ub=[-0.001 -0.000000000000010 10];
    flag=0;  







function [f] = PIachieve_P(x)








   
    f=1;
    disp(lasterr);
    
return
end
if max(y1)>1000 | max(y2)>1000;
    
    f=1;
else
    %CALCULATION OF CLOSE LOOP PERFORMANCE INDEX WITH
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
    
    ord3=40;
    [A,v,mu,STAT]=vareg([y1';y2'],ord3,0,1);
    STAT.sigmauht;
    res = STAT.res;
    nd = length (y1);
    




axis ([0 50 -0.1 1]);




    
subplot (2,2,3);
    [acf]=plotacf(res(2,:),1,50,1);
ylabel('ACF(y2_res');
axis ([0 50 -0.1 1]);




    
    %extraction of polynomials from A












        [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN1);
        H1=[H1, XX];
end








        [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN2);
        H2=[H2, XX];
end
    H2;
%H2= H2(1:Td);
    
    %This is to get minimum variance contribution
Td=length(H1);
var1=[0 0 ;0 0];
for k = 1:Td;
        temp=[H1(k),H2(k)];
        temp';
         var1=var1+temp'*temp;
     end
CLPI = trace(var1*STAT.sigmauht)/var(y1);




%This code cascade_ne_opti_IAEdandCLPI_cal for Tradeoff’s in cascade loops
to %achieve better stochastic disturbance rejection and good deterministic
%performance (good set point tracking). This main programme also used the





% Kc = Gain of primary PI controller
% Ti = Integral action of primary PI controller
% Td = Over all delay of the (addition of primary and secondary process delay) 
% Here all the variables in the sim model are defined as global
% a = effect of noise dynamics adding to primary loop.a=0, means perfect white noise
and a=1 means perfecly integrated white noise.
% b = effect of noise dynamics adding to secondary loop.b=0, means perfect white
noise and b=1 means perfecly integrated white noise.
% c = constant, to make step change in set point to primary controller. c=1 means step
change of 1 in set point of primary controller.
% d = constant, to change the variance of the noise effecting the primary loop.
% e = constant, to change the variance of the noise effecting the secondary loop.
% w = weiting facor. w = 0 means optimizing for CLPI and w = 1 means optimizing
for IAEd
%  IAEd= IAE/Td
global Kc Ti  Kcs Td a b c d e  w CLPI IAEd IAEd1
mac=[];
Td=3;
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('LargeScale','off','display','on', 'MaxFunEvals', 800);
Kc0=0.22089
        Ti0=7.4
        Kcs0=0.07
        PI0=[Kc0,Kc0/Ti0,Kcs0];
for a=0.9
    for b=0.6
        count = 1;
        for w=0.05:0.05:1
         wrec(count) = w;
        lb=[0.00001 0.001 0.1];
        ub=[15 5 15];




        mac=[mac;[a b CLPI PI IAEd]];
         count = count + 1;








% This plot is for w vs IAEd
plot(wrec,mac(:,7));
%PIPachieve_IAEd_CLPI
function [f] = PIPachieve_IAEd_CLPI(x)










   
    f=1;
    disp(lasterr);
    
return
end
if max(y1)>1000 | max(y2)>1000;
    
    f=1;
else
    %CALCULATION OF CLOSE LOOP PERFORMANCE INDEX WITH
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
    
    ord3=40;
    [A,v,mu,STAT]=vareg([y1';y2'],ord3,0,1);
    STAT.sigmauht;
    res = STAT.res;
    nd = length (y1);
    




axis ([0 50 -0.1 1]);





    
subplot (2,2,3);
    [acf]=plotacf(res(2,:),1,50,1);
ylabel('ACF(y2_res');
axis ([0 50 -0.1 1]);




    
    %extraction of polynomials from A











        [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN1);
        H1=[H1, XX];
end








        [XX,YY]=deconv([YY(2:2*ord3+1) 0],DEN2);
        H2=[H2, XX];
end
    H2;
H2= H2(1:Td);
Td=length(H1);
var1=[0 0 ;0 0];
for k = 1:Td;
        temp=[H1(k),H2(k)];
        temp';
         var1=var1+temp'*temp;
     end
CLPI = trace(var1*STAT.sigmauht)/var(y1);
106
%Calculation of IAEd for set point tracking
% By making c = 1 we are introducing the step change for primary controller.
%           d = 0 we make random noise effecting the primary process to be zero.
%           e = 0 we make random noise effecting the primary process to be zero.
c=1;
d=0;
e=0;
sim('k_e_dis_cascade');
ysp=1;
y1step=(y1);
plot(y1step);
e= abs(ysp-y1step);
IAE= sum(e);
IAEd=IAE/Td;
f=((w*IAEd/49.4973) + ((1-w)*(1-CLPI)))^2
end
return
